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SENATE.

48Tn CoNG r-:.Ess, }

1st Session.

{

Ex. Doc.
No.15.

MESSAGE
FROM THE

PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
TRANSMITTING

A communication of the. 6th ins.t ant from the Secretary of the 1nterior, submitting a draft of a bill ''to a.ccept and ratify an agreement with the
confederated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles
Indians for the sale of a portion of their 'reservation in Montana Terri1
tory required for the Northern Pacific Railroad."
DECEMBER

19, 1883.-Read and referred to the Committee on Indian .Affairs and
ordered to be printed.

To the Senate and House of Representatives :
I transmit herewith a communication of the 6th instant from tbe
Secretary of the Interior, submitting, with accompanying papers, a draft
of a bill "to accept and ratify an agreement with the confederated tribes
of the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians for the
sale of a portion of their reservation in the Territory of Montana, required for the use of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and for other purposes."
The subject is presented for the consideration of the Congress.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
EXECUTIVE MANSION,

December 17, 1883.

DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, December 6, 1883.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith, for your consideration, a

draft of a bill prepared in the office of Indian Affairs "to accept and ratify
an agreement ·with the confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and
Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians for the sale of a portion of their reservation in the Territory of Montana, required for the Northern Pacific Railroad, and for other purposes," together with the accompanying papers
and maps mentioned in the letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
of 23d ultimo, also herewith.
The measure has my approval, and I respectfully req nest that it may
be transmitted for the consideration of the Congress.
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.
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LA~DS

IN MONTANA.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, November ~3, 1d8:t
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith, for transmission to Congress, the draft (in
duplicate) of a bill to accept and ratify the a~reement entered into by the United States
through Mr. J. K. McCammon, special commissioner, on the 2d September, H:ll:l2, with the
confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, occupying the Jocko or Flathead Reservation in the Territory of Montana, for the extinguishment of their title to lands of the reservation req nired for the pnrpose~; of the Northern
Pacific Railroad, in accordance with the provisions of section 2 of the act of Congress
approved July 2, 1864. (13 Stat., 365).
A copy of said agreement, with accompanying maps and papers, as also of my report of the 13th January last, transmitting t.he same to the Department for the action
of the last Congress, will be found in Sena-te Ex. Doc. No. 44, Forty-seventh Congress,
second session, a copy whereof is herewith also inclosed.
On the 19th January last the President transmitted the papers to Congress, and on
the same day the message was referred to the respective Committees on Indian Affairs.
Congress, however, adjourned without taking further action in the matter.
Information having reached the Department from the agent at the Flathead Agency
that the Indians were becoming restless and uneasy at the approaching completion of"
the railroad on the reserve and at not receiving pay for the lands relinquished, the
president of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company was, pursuant to Department instructions of the 19th May last, requested to make payment to the Department of the
sum of $7,625, t.h e amount awarded under the agreement for damages to property of
individual Indians, without waiting for the action of Congress. It was believed that
this course, although somewhat out of the regular order, would tend to allay any feeling of distrust the Indians might have as to the ultimate good faith of the railroad
company.
To this request the Northern Pacific Railroad Company promptly and cheerfully rPsponded in remitting a check for $7,625, payable to your order, which being indorsed
to the order of Agent Ronan, was, on the 5th June last, transmitted to him from this
office with instructions to apply the same to the payment of the several awards made
for individual damages. On the :30th June last Agent Ronan disbursed the fnn<l
amongst the several Indians entitled, and has duly accounted for the same on his
quarterly accounts for the second quarter of the current year.
With letter of J nne 5, 1883 (copy inclosed), the Department transmitted to this
office a letter of H. Villard, esq., president Northern Pacific Railroad Company, dated
June 4 (copy also herewith), inclosing the company's check for $16,000 payable to yourorder, and by yon indorsed to the order of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, being
the amount specified in the agreement of September 2, 1882, to be paid to the Indians
as compensation for right of way and station grounds, with instructions to deposit
the same in the Treasury of the United States, to be held subject to such action as Congress may direct in legislation ratifying said agreement.
On the 18th June last said check for $16,000 was transmitted from this office to the
Treasurer of the United States, with a request that it be deposited to my official credit,
subject as above directed.
In this state of facts the moneys called for by the agreement having already been
furnished by the railroad company I apprehend it will not be necessary for Congress
to make the appropriations.
In the draft of the bill now submitted, which has been modified to suit the altered
circumstances of the case, I have introduced a clause directing me to deposit the said
sum of $16,000-now standing to my official credit, as aforesaid-with the Secretary
of the Treasury, to be covereil into tbe United States Treasury to the credit of the
said confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, anil Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians,
parties to said agreement, to be expended in manner provided in said agreement.
I have the honor to recommend that the papers be transmitted to Congress for its
considf'ration and action.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. PRICE,
Commissioner.
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD

CoMrANY, PRESIDENT's OFFICE,

New York, June 4, 1883.
SIR : I am informed by Hon. J. H. Mitchell that you have announced an intention
not to recommend to the President his approval of t.he recent report of commissioners.
appointed to examine 25 miles of completed railroad (on the main line of the Northern
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Pacific Railroad), all, or very uParly all, of which is within the Jocko or Flathead Indian
Reservation, until this company shall pay the sum of $16,000 agreed to ue paid uy
the United States to the confederated tribes of Flatllead, Kootenay, and Upper
Pend d'Oreilles Indians, for 1,4:30 acres of land, used and desiguated to be used Ly the
company for right of way and road-bed, station-houses, depots, sidings, &c., by
agreement made the :M day of September, 188~, between the said confederated tribes
and the United Sta,tes.
B.v letter dated the.29th nltirno, the honorable Commissiouer of Indian Affairs, under
your instructionR, appli ... a to me to pay the sum of $7,625 agreed to be paid by the
United States to certnin individual Indians for compensation for damages, as provided
in the said agreement. I immediately acceded to the request of the Commissioner,
and inclosed to him the sum demanded, by check payable to your order, as an act of
justice to the individual Indians mentioned, and, as the Commissioner said, to allay
any distrust that might be engendered among them by designing whitAs.
Actuated hysiruilarruotives, and a desire to promptly comply withy our demand, I now
have the honor to iuclose herewith the check vf this company, of this date, No. B, 5667,
on the American Exchange National Bank of New York, for the said sum of$16,000, payable to your order, being the sum agreed to be paid for said lands as above and in
the said agreement mentioned. This is done in reliance on the Department that it
will endeavor to have passed as early as practicable at t.he next session of Congress a
bill similar to that prt'pared in the Department and introduced <luring the last !lession
of the Forty-seventh Congress, lmt so modified as to accord with the now changed
state of the facts.
I respectfully request to be favored with an acknowledgment of the receipt of the
said sum herein inclosed; and I have the honor to be,
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. VILLARD.
President.
Hon. H. M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
1tashington, June 5, 1883.
SIR: I transmit herewith letter of H. Villard, president of the Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, of the 4th instant, inclosing check of same date, No. B, 5667,
drawn by R. L. Belknap, treasurer, on the American Exchange National Bank of New
York, payable to my order for $16,000, being the amount fixed in the agreement September 2, 1 82, by Hon. Joseph K. McCammon, Assistant Attorney-Geueral, with the
Indians occupying the Jocko or Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana, as compensation for right of way to said railroad company through said reservation, amounting in the aggregate to 1,430 acres of land.
I have indorsed the check, payable to the order of the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs, and yon will deposit the money in the Treasury of the United States, to be
held subject to such action as Congress may direct in legislation ratifying the agreement above referred to.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
The COMMISSIONF;R OF INDIAN AFFAIRS .

.A. BILL to accer,t and ratify an agreement with the confederated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay, and

Upper Pend d Oreilles Indians for the sale of a portion of their reservation in the Territory of Montana required for the use of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and for other purposes.

Be it eMcted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of .Amm·ica
in Congressassernbled, Tha,t a certain agreement, bearing date the second day of September, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-two, made between the
confedel'ated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, resident on the Jocko (or Flathead) Reservation in the Territory of Montana, acting
under the supervision and with approval of the Secretary of the Interior of the
United States of the one part, and the United States of America, represented by
Joseph Kay McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General of the United States, duly appointed in this behalf by the Secretary of the Interior, of the other part, be, and the
same is hereby, ratified and confirmed. Said agreement is executed by a majority of
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all the adult male members of the said confederated tribes occupying or interested
in the lands of said reservation, and is in the words and figures following, namely:
"Whereas, by section one of an act of Congress approved July secon1l, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitled 'An act granting lands to aid in the construction of a railroad and telegraph line from Lake Superior to Puget Sound on the Pacific
<:oast, by the northern route' (thirteenth St,atntes at Large, page three hundred and
sixty-five), the Northern Pacific Railroad Company was authorized and empowered
to lay out, locate, construe~, furnish, maintain, and enjoy a continuous railroad and
telegraph line, with the appurtenances, namely: Beginning at a point on Lake Superior, in the State of Minnesota or Wisconsin: thence westwardly by the most eligible railroad route as shall be determined by said company, within the territory of
the United States, on a line north of the forty-fifth-degree of latitude, to some point
on Puo-et Sound; and
"w'&ereas by section two of sahl act of Congress granted to saiu company the
right of way for the construction of said railroad and telegraph line to the extent of
two hundred feet in width on each side of t>aid railroad where it may pass through
the public domain, including all necessary ground for station buildings, work-shops,
depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracks, turn-tables, and water-stations; and
"Whereas by said section two, Congress provided that the United States should
extinguish as rapidly as may be consistent with public policy and the welfare of the
Indians, the Indian titles to all lands falling under the operation of this act anu ac<Iuired in the donation to the road narued in the act; and
"Whereas by treaty between the United States and the confederated tribes of tho
Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d' Oreilles Indians, concluded at Hell Gate in
the Bitter Root Valley, July sixteenth, ei~hteen hundred and fifty-five, and duly ratified and proclaimed (twelfth Statutes at Large, page nine hundred and seventy-five),
a district of country therein described, situated in the then Territory of \Vashington, but now included within the boundaries of the Territory of Montana, was set
.apart for the use and occupation of said confederated tribes, and as a general Indian
reservation upon which ruay be placed other friendly tribes and bands of Indians of
-the Territory of Washington who may agree to be consolidated with the tribe parties
to said treaty, under the common designation of the Flathead Nation; and
" Whereas by article three of said treaty it is provided that if necessary for the
public convenience roads may be run through the Haid reservation, and on the other
hand the right of way with free access from the same to the nearest public highway
is secured to them, as also the right in common with citizens of the United States to
travel upon all public highways; and
"Whereas by treaty between the United States and said. Flathead Nation of Indians and others, concluded at the c~mncil ground on the Upper Missom·i, near the
mouth of the Judith River, in the Territory of Nebraska, October seventeenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, duly ratified and confirmed (eleventh Statutes at Large,
page six hundred and fifty-seven), it is provided (in the eighth article tllereof) that
for the purpose of establishing traveling thoroughfares through their country and.
the better to enable the President to execute the provision~> of this treaty, the aforesaid nations and tribes do hereby consent and agree tha,t the United. States may,
within the countries respectively occupied and claimed by them, construct roads of
every description, establish lines of telt graph, and military posts, use materials of
every description found in the Indian country, build houses for agencies, missions,
schools, farms, shops, mills, stations, and for any other purpose for which they may be
required, and permanently occupy as much land as may be necessary for t,he various purposes above enumerated, including the use of wood for fuel and land for grazing, and that the navigation of all lakes and streams shall be forever free to citizens
of the United States; and
"Whereas the said company did, on the fifth day of July, eighteen hundred. and
eighty-two, file in the Department of the Interior a map showing the definite location
of its line of railroad from the southern boundary of the reserve for the Flathead
Indians; thence northwesterly across the southwestern part of said reserve to the
western boundary thereof, all lying and being within the Territory of Montana, as
definitely fixed and uetermined in compliance with said act of Congress, and as approved by the board of directors of said company by resolution passed. May nintll,
eighteen hundred and eighty two ; and
"Whereas the said company desires to construct its line of railroad upon such designated route and claims the right by virtue of said act so to do :
''Now, therefore, in order to fulfill the obligations of the Government in the premises,
"This agreement, made this 2nd day of September, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, between the confederated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay,
.and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians, resident on the Jocko (or Flathead) reservation
in the Territory of Montana, represented by their chiefs headmen and heads of a
majority of families, and being a majority of all the adult malo Indians occupying or
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interested in the lands hereinafter described, the said Indians acting under the supervision and with the :-1pproval of tbe Secretary of tbe Interior of tbe Unite"d States, of
the one part, and the Unitetl States of America represented by Jo8eph Kay McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General of the United States, duly appointed in this behalf
by the Secreta.ry of the Interior, of the other part, witnesseth:
"That for the consideration hereinafter mentioned, said confederated tribes ofFlatJwad, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians do hereby surrender and relinquish
to the United States aU the right, title, and interest which they now have under and
by virtue of the aforesaid treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred an.d :fifty-five, in
and to all that part of the J ocko (or Flathead) reservation situated in the Territory of
Montana, and described as follows, namely:
"A strip of land not exceeding two hundred feet in width, that is to say one hundred feet on each side of the line laid down on the map of definite location hereinbefore
mentioned, wherever said line runs through said reservation, entering the same at or
11ear the summit of Coriagan Defile, passing by the valley of Finlay Creek to the J ocko,
along the J ocko to the Pend d'Oreille River, and down the valley of the Pend d'Oreille, passing out of the reservation at or near the mouth of the Missoula River, said
strip of land being intended to be used by the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, as a right of way and road bed, and containing thirteen
hnndred acres. An official copy of said map of definite location was, on the day of
the date hereof, produced and Bhown to said Indians in council assembled, was fnlly
explained to them, and is herewith attached marked with the letter A, and made a
part of this agreement.
"Also the several pieces or parcels of land situate along and adjoining the said
strip of land hereinbefore described as the same are delineated on the :five several
plats or maps thereof, also now produced and shown to said Indians, and hereto attached aud marked r espectively with th e letter s B, C, D, E, F, and containing respectively the following areas; that is to say, tract B, seventy acres; tract C, fifteen
acres; tract D, fifteen aeres; trac t E, fifteen acres; tract F, :fifteen acres; aggregating (exclusive of the strip of land hereinbefore mentioned) one hundred and thirty
acres, the same being intended to be used by the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company for the purposes of station-houses, depots, sidingR, &c.
"In consideration of such surrender and relinquishment of lands as aforesaid,
amounting in the aggregate to fourteen hundred and thirty acres, the United States
stipulates and agrees to pay t.o the said confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and
Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians the sum of sixteen thousand ($16,000) dollars, being at
the rate of eleven -fu\ dollars 'per acre, to be deposited in the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of the said confederated tribes upon ratification of this agreement
by Congress and necessary appropriations made therefor, the sum aforesaid to be expended for the benefit of said Indians in such manner as the Secretary oft]; e Interior
may direct.
·
"And for the considerations aforesaid the United States furtuer stipulates and
agrees, upon ratification of this agreement by Congress and necessary appropriation
therefor to pay to the individual Indians, members of said confederated tribes whose
names appear on the schedule hereto annexed, marked with the letter K, the several
sums set opposite their respective names and amounting in the aggregate to the sum
of seven thousand six hundred and twenty-five dollars as full compensation for any
damages to improvements, or fenced or cultivated :fields which they may sustain by
reason of the surrender and relinquishment of said lands or any part thereof as aforesaid, such compensation to be expended for the benefit of such individual Indians or
paid to them in cash, in the proportion to which they may be severally entitled thereto
appearing by said schedule as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
"All provisions of existing treaties with the confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians not affected by this agreement to remain in
full force and effect, and this agreement to be subject to ratification by Congress.
"Executed at the Flathead Agency, in the Territory of Montana, this 2nd day of
September, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-two."
·
SEc. 2. That the right of way over the laud relinquished bv said agreement to the
United States for the construct.ion of said Northern Pacific Railroad, and the use of'
t.he several parcels of land so relinquished intended to be used for depots, stations,
sidings, and so forth, for said railroad, are hereby granted to said Northern PacificRailroad Company, its successors and assigns, for the uses and purposes in said agreement set forth; the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company having pending the ratification of said agreement by Congress, constructed its road through said reservation.
and paid to the Secretary of the Interior on behalf of the United States, the two several sums of sixteen thousand dollars and seven thousand six hundred and twentyfive dollars respectively stipulated in said agreement to be paid by the United States
to said Indians. Said payments by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company are hereby
accepted, au(l the action of the Secretary of the Interior had thereon, and in distributing said sum of seven thousand six hundred and twenty-fl. ve dollars amongst the iudi-
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vidual Indians entitled thereto nnder said agreement is ben• by ratifie(l and f'Onfirmed;
and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs is bPrehy antboriz<'d and directed to d<'posit
the said snm of sixtPen thousand dollars, which is now standing on the books of the
United States Treasury to his ofticial credit, with the ~ecretary of the Tr~>asnry, to be
covered into the Treasury to the crt>dit of the confed~>rated trih<'S of Flatlwad, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians to be expenderl in J.utuner provided for in said
agreement.
SEc. 3. Be it furthm· e1wcted, That the right of way h('rehy grant<'<l is so granted
upon the further oonclition that the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, will pay any and al! damages whieh the united States or said Indians, individually or in their tribal capacity, or any other Inrlians lawfully occupying said reservation, may sustain by reason or on accouut of i,he act or acts of said
company, its successors or assigns, its <tgents or employes, or on account of fires originating by or in the construction or operation of said railroad, the damages in all cast~s
to be recovered in any court of the Territory of Moutana having jurit;diction of the
amount claimed, upon suit or action instituted l;>y the proper United State~ attorney,
in the name of the United States: Provided, That the said United States attorney may
accept such sum of money in satisfaction of any such injury or damages as in his discretion may be just; and if so accepted before suit or action is commenced, no suit or
action shall be iustitu.ted, and if acceptecl after commencement of suit or action, the
same shall be dismissed at the cost of said company, its successors or assign"!.
SEC. 4. That all moneys accepted or recovered nuder the provisions of section three
of this act, shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States, and placed to the
credit of said Indians in their tribal names, to be expended by the Secretary of the
Interior for the benefit of said Indians in such manner as he may deem for their betit
interest, except in the case of an ind1vidual Indian, when the amount covered into
the Trea'lury shall be expended for his sole benefit.

K.-Description and t•aluation of improvements of individual Indians on lands
in Jocko (Flathead) Re.sene, referred to in the ag1·eement entm·ed into between the l!nited
States and the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pe.nd d'Oreilles Indians this 2d day of September, A. D. 1~82.

SCHEDULE

Acres.

Nature of improvements.

6. 7i Cultivated land ... ......... .................. ....
15.47 ... •• . do·····-·······--·----·--······-----··-···13.00 . .•••. do-··--------···---·----·-·-------···-----10. 28
rlo
.... . . . .. .. . . . . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
45. 00 Cultivated land and house... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
35.17
... do. .................. ......................
13. 00 Partly cultivated land...........................
8. 86 Cultivated land..................... ........ .....
10.71
.... do......... ... ..... ........ ................

Corral.......... . .......... . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Cabin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13.77 Cultivated land, house, and barn................
15. 00 Garden, bouse, and fence........................
17. 22 Fence aud partly cultivated land ... .............
5. 51 Cultivated land... . ...... .. .. ...... ..............
5.28 .•.•.. do............ .. ...........................
5.50 •..•. do....................................... . .
18.71 .....• do.........................................
8, 96
do . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 84 1 Cultivated land and corral.......................

i: ~~ I: ~:~ :t:1f~:~ ~~~~:::::::::: :·:·:·:·:·:·.:_:_:_::::::::::::::
1

1

Value of
improvements.

By whom the improvements
were rnaue.

$250
325
250
255
600
700
175
200
250
25
25
1, 000
250
125
100
100
100
250
150
100 i

~el:tw.

~g~ It~ri~~~~~~~t~ary

Fencing.........................................
100
Garden and bouse...............................
300
Cui tivated land . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
250
Cultivated land and bouse .................... . _
200
- ...... , Damage to ferry.................................
200
35. 00 Cultivated land . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
800
•••..... , House and fenoo ·······························-~--$ , ::~
16. 53
20. 6t
11. 00

7

•

Besson Finlay.
ChiefMichelle.
AJexanderMatte.
Baptiste Matte.
M axime Cout-ure.
Basile Finlay.
Isadore Lade route.
AlexaiHler Poirrier.
AntoinePlante.
.Tosepb Finlay.
Madelaine.
Alexander Morrejieu.
Mrs. Louis Brown.
Eneas Cuol-ta-la..
Peter Matt.
Ky-meen.
Gregoit·e.
Baptiste Eneas.
Hcham-a-bam.

I

Leo and Pierre.
MaximP.
Dominick.
Petal.
Antoine Riv>lis.
Dune au M c Donalu .
Louis and Use-tab .

·
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tSenate Ex. Doc. No. 44. Forty-seventh Congress, second session.]

Message fronl the President of the United State8, transmitting a letter frorn the Secretary of
the Interi01· respeotiny the ra.tification of an agreement with the confederated tribes of
Flathead, Kootenay, attd Uppe1· Pend d' Oreilles Indians, for the sale of a portion of their
rel!ervation in Montana Territo1·y.
J.A.NUARY

19, 1883.--Read and referred to the Committee on Indian .A.1l'airs and ordered to be printed.

To the Senate and House of Rep1·esentatives:
I transmit lwrewith a communication from the Secretary of the Interior, with a
draft of a bill antl accompanying papers, to accept and ratify an agreement with the
.confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, for the
sale of a portion of their re~ervation in the Territory of Montana, required for the
Northern Pacific Railroad, and to make the necessary appropriation for carrying the
same into effect .
The subject is presented for the consideration of the Congress.
CHESTER A. ARTHUR.
EXECUTIVE MANSION, January 19, 1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Washington, Janua1·y 16, 1883.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith for your consideration a draft of a bill
prepared in the office of Indian Affairs "to accept and ratify an agreement with the
.confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians for the sale
of a portion of their reservation in the Territory of Montana, required for the Northern Pacific Railroad, and to make the necessary appropriation for carrying out the
.same," together with the accompanying papers and maps mentioned in the letter of
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, also herewith.
The measure has my approval, and I respectfully request that it may be transmitted
for the consideration of the Congress.
I have the honor to be, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. M:. TELLER,
Secretary.
The PRESIDENT.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS,
Washington, Janua1·y 13, 1883.
SIR: I have received by Department reference, for examination, a report made toyou under date of29t.h November last by Mr. Joseph K. McCammon, Assistant AttorneyGeneral, special commissioner appointed by yon on the22<l July last to treat on behalf
oftbe United States with the confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper
Pend d'Oreilles Indians, inhabitiu~ the Jocko or Fhl.thead Reservation in the Territory of Montana, for the extinguishment of their title to lands of the reservation re.qnired for the purposes of the Northern Pacific Railroad, in aecordance with the
provisions of section 2 of the act of Congress approved July ~. 1;04 ( 13 Stat., 365 ),
.setting forth the result of his negotiations in that IJehalf with said Indians.
With said 1·eport are transmitted ao agreement entered into with said Indians by
Mr. McCammon, on the part of the United States, dated Septt>mber 2, lr:>82; a map
-of definite locatwn of the Northern Pacific Railroad upon anu through said reservation, marked A; fivt~ descriptive plats of grounds required for station-houses, &c.,
marked B, U, D, E, and F, respectively; three plats marked plat K, sheet 1, plat K,
sheet 2, plat K, sheet :3, showing the line of route on a more extended scale, and a
schedule marked K. containing a descriptive list, ~tnd valuation of improvements of
-certain individual Iudians of saicl confederated tribA.s affected by tho passage of the
road through the re~:>ervatiou. There is also t.ransmitted a copy of a verbatim report
-of the conference held by the commissioner with the Indians.
By the terms of said agreement the said confederated tribes surrender and relinquish
to the United State· all tlwir right, title, and interest under the treaty of July 16,
18:>5 (12 Stat., 975 ), in ancl to a strip of laud not excee1ling 200 feet. in width, that is
to say, 100 feet on each side of the line as laid down on the map of definite location
{A), wherein said line runs through said reservation, entering the same at or near the
summit of Corrigan Defile, passing hy the valley of Findlay Creek to the J ocko, along
the Jocko to the Pend cl'Oreilles River, and clown the valley of the Pt>nd d'Oreilles,
passing out of the reservation at or near the month of the Missoula River, said strip
.of land to be used by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns,
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as a right of way and road-bed, and containing 1,300 acres. .Also in and to :five certain pieces or parcels of land situate along and adjoining said strip of land, hereinbefore described, as the same are delineated on the plats or maps thereof, marked respectively B, C, D, E, and F, and aggregating 130 acres, the same to be used by said
railway company for the purposes of station-houses, depots, sidings, &c.
In consideration of the cession of said lands, amounting in the aggregate to 1,430
acres, the United States agrees to pay to the said confederated tribes the sum of
$16,000, being at the rate of $11.18 per acre, to be deposited in the Treasury of the
United States to the credit of the said confederated tribes, upon ratification of said:
agreement by Congress and necessary appropriation made therefor, said sum to be expended for the benefit of said Indiam> in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior
may direct.'
The United States further agrees upon like ratification and appropriation to pay to·
the individual Indians, members of said confederated tribes, whose names appear on the
schedule marked K, annexed to said agreement, the several sums set opposite theirrespective names, amounting in the aggregate to $7,625, as full compensation for
damages to improvements, or fenced or cultivated fields, which they may sustain by
reason of the surrender and relinquishment of said lands, or any part thereof as aforesaid, such compensation to be expended for the benefit of such individual Indians, or
paid to them in cash, in the proportions to which they may severally be entitled appearing by said schedule, as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
It is further stipulated in said agreement that all provisions of existing treaties
with said confederated tribes, not affected thereby, shall remain in full force and
effect, and that said agreement shall be subject to ratification by Congress.
I have carefully examined said agreement with accompanying maps and schedule,.
and have the honor to return the same herewith, with the recommendation that they
severally receive your approval.
I also submit herewith, for transmission to Congress, the draft (in duplicate) of a
bill to accept and ratify said agreement with the cvnfederated tribes of Flathead~
Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, of the 2d September last, also copies
(in duplicate) of the agreement in question, maps, reports, and other papers hereunder mentioned and necessary to a full understanding of the matter by Congress.
Mr. McCammon's report with accompanying papers are herewith returned with the
request that w)len they shall have been approved they again be returned for the files
of this office.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. PRICE, Commissioner.
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.
[Inclosures.]

1. July 22, 1882.-Copy letter of Secretary of Interior detailing Mr. McCammon to
proceed to Flathead Reserve.
·
2. Same date . ...,-Copy Department instructions to Mr. McCammon.
3. November 29, 1882.-Copy report of Mr. McCammtm on negotiations with Flathead Indians, with accompanying papers, viz:
(a.) Minutes of conference with the Indians.
(b.) Agreement, dated September 2, 1882, between the eonfederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, resident on the Jocko (or Flathead) Reserve, Montana, of the one part, and the United States of .America, represented by Joseph K. McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General of the United States, of"
the other part, for cession of land required for the purposes of the Northern Pacific
Railroad.
(c.) Map of definite location of the Northern Pacific Railroad upon the Flathead
Reserve, marked .A.
(d.) Descriptive plat of grounds required for station purposes, marked B.
(e.) Descriptive plat of grounds required for station purposes, marked C.
(f.) Descriptive plat of grounds required for station purposes, marked D.
(g.) Descriptive plat of grounds required for station purposes, marked E.
(h.) Descriptive plat of grounds required for station purposes, marked F.
(i.) Map of route, extended scale, plat K, sheet 1.
(k.) Map of route, extended scale, plat K, sheet 2.
( l.) Map of route, extended s-cale, plat K, sheet 3.
(m.) Schedule of improvements belonging to individual Indians of said confederated tribes affected by the passage of the road, marked K.
4. Draft of a bill to accept and ratify said agreement of September 2, 1882, and
to make the necessary appropriation for carrying out the same, for transmission to
Congress.
5. January 13, 1888-C(•py report of Commissioner of Iudian Affairs to accompany
the 1<::1 IF' .
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No. 1.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, July 22, 1882.
SIR: Yon are lH~rcuy detailed to proceed to San Francisco, Cal., to superintend th~
opening of Lids, award of contracts, &c., for certain supplies for the Indian service,.
to furnish which bids will be opened by you in that city on August 15, 18d2.
...

It

...

*

...

...

When the said business at San Francisco shall have been completed, you will proce~d thence, via Ogden, to the Flathead Indian Agency in Montana, on the business
set forth in detailed in§trnctions this:day addressed to you, on the conclusion of which
you will return to Washington.

"

*

*

*

...

Very respectfnll y,
H. M. '!'ELLER,

Secretary.
lion.

JOSEPH

K. McCAl\11\ION,

Assistant Attorney-General, pt·esent.

No.2.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

Washington, July 22, 1882.
SIR: You having been designated in Department letter of this date to proceed tothe Flathead (Jocko) Indian Reservation in Montana, for the purpose of conferring
and arranging on the part of the United States with the Indians on said reservation
for the extinguishment of their title to so much of the land of that reservation as i~
required for the right of way for the Northern Pacific Railroad through it, the following information ancl instructions are furnished for your guidance in the premises.
By the first st>ction of the act of July 2, 1R64 (13 Stat., 363), incorporating th~
Northern Pacific Railroau Company a11d making a grant of lands thereto, Congress
authorized and empowered the said company to lay out, locate, construct, furnish,.
maintain, and enjoy, a continuous railroad and telegraph line, with the appurtenances, beginning at a point on Lake Superior in the St,ate of Minnesota or Wisconsin.
thence westerly uy the most eligible railroad route as should be determined by said
company within the territory of the United States on a line north of the forty-fifth
degree of latitude, to some point on Pnget Sound.
By the second section of said act Congress granted the said company the right of
way through the public domain for the construction of said railroad and telegraph, to
the extent of 200 fee in width on each side of said railroad, including all uecessary
grounrlsforstation buildings, workshops, depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracks,
turn-tables, and water stat,ions; and also provided that the United States should extinguish as rapidl~' as might be consistent with public policy and the welfare of the
Indians, the Indian title to all lands falling under the operation of the act and acquired
in the donation to the road.
By the second article of the treaty between the United States and the confederated
tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, concluded at Hell
Gate, in the Bitter Root Valley, July 16, 1855 (12 Stat., 975), duly ratified and proclaimed, a tract of country therein described in the then Territory of Washington~
but now included within the boundaries of the Territory of Montana, was set apart
by specific boundaries for the use and occupation of the said confederated tribes, and
as a general Indian reservation, upon which may be placed other friendly tribes orllands of Indians of the Territory of Washington who may agree to be consolidated
with the tribes parties to said treaty under the common designation of the :Flathead
Nation
The third article of said treatyprovidesthat "if neccessaryforthe public convenience, roads may be run through the said reservations, and on the other hand the
right of way, with free access from the same to the nearest public highway, is secured
tothem, as also the right in common with citizens of the United States totravel upon
all public highways."
The eighth article of the treaty between the United States and the Flathead Nation
and other Indians concluded at the council ground on the Upper Missouri, near the
month of the Judith River, in the Territory of Nebraska, October 17, 1835 (11 Stat.,
657), duly ratified and confirmed, declares that "for the purpose of establishing traveling thoroughfares through their country, and the better to enable the President t()
ex1•cnte the provisions of their treaty, the aforesaid nations and tribes do hereby consent and agree that the United States may, within the countries respectively occupied
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-and claimed by them, construct roacls of every clc&cripti<1n, establish lines oftelf'graph
and mil1tary posts, use mnterials of every description fonnd in the Indian country,
build house::! for agencies, missions, schools, farms, shops, mills, stations, an<l for any
other putpose for which they may lw required, and perwant>utly otcnp;v aH much la,ud
as may be necessary for the various purposes above enumemle<l, incltHliug the use of
wood for fuel and land for grazing, and that the navigation of all lakes and streams
shall Le forever free to citizens of the United States."
The Northern Pacific Railroad Company now desires the extinguishment of the Inuian title to so much of the lands of the said reservation, upon and along the line of
its road as defined, as indicated in the second section of said act before notc~d, for the
purposes of a right of way and road. bed, including all necessary ground.::; for stn.tion
buildings, workshops, switches, sid.e trn.cks, turn-tablPs, and water stations.
By virtue of the provisions of said act, it becomes the duty of the Government to
extinguish the Indian title to the lamls in said reservation, required for the purposes
.aforesaid, which must be done by agreement, duly entered into between the United
~tates and the confederateu tribes of Indians occupying or interested in the resen atwn.
The railroad comp.any has filed a map of its line of route through the rt'servation,
which will be found herewith, marked A, n.nd plats and description of the location
and extent of lands required for station buildings, &c., designated upon the papers,
also herewith, marked E, F, G, H, I, J.
In a map of location (on a more extended scale) filed hy the company, a copy of
which, marked B, accompanies these instructions, the right of wa,y for n.bout 40 miles
through the reservation is laid down on the maximum scale of 400 feet wide, as granted
-to the company through the public lands, embracing an area of 2,080.39 acre::!. Station grounds, &c., as designated on plats marl ed E, P, G, H, I, and J, including right
-of way through the same, embrace an area of ~41.98 acres; making the aggregate
quantity of land applied for by the company 2,422.37 acres.
The entire distance covered by the certified map (A) of location through the reservation is 53.26 miles, on which six stations, one for about every Si miles, are desigDated, and for which 341.98 acres, including right of way, are alleged to he required,
-equivalent to about 57 acres for each depot or stn.tion, or an average of 34 acres, with·out right of way.
In the agreement with the Crow Indians in Montana, August 22, 1831, through
whoRe reservation thi~ !lame railroad runs for a <listance of 118 miles, teu stations
were allowed, averaging ~6 a.cres each, exclnsi ve of right of way.
The right-of-way act of 1875 (1~ Stat., 482) allowl:l ''not to exceed in amount 20
acres for each station to the extent of one. station for t>ach 10 miles of its road." By
the same act the right of way allowed is limited to "100 feet on each side oftlle centntlline of !laid roatl," whilst the right of way to the Northern Pacific Railroad (13
Stat., 365) is to the extent of200 feet in width on each side of said milroad, where it
may pass through the public domain, including all necessary ground for station buildings, &c.
By telegram of the first instant, addressed to Hou. Martin M ..,innis, and repeated
to this Department by him, the Northern Pacific Railroad Compa,ny signified its willingness to accept. a right of way 200 feet wide through the reservation.
It has further been decided to allow only five stations for buildings, &c., within
the reservation, to be as near as conveniently may be 10 miles apart, and to be about
26 acres in area, in arldition to the right of way.
The presillent of the railroad company was advised by Department letter of July
19, 188!, to have prepared a new map of the line of the road through the reservation
showing the right of way 200 feet wide, and the location and area of the five stations
-for building:>, &c., with plats and full description thereof, to be allowe<l, a,ll of which
to be furnished you at the :Flathead (Jocko) Reservation, on or before the 22d of August, proximo.
It hn.ving been reported to the Department through the Indian Office that the projectt>d road }Jasses tllrough or otherwise damages sundry Cllltivated fields, inclosures,
aJ](l other valuable improvements belonging to individHal Indians, oeeupants 1>f the
reservation, you will, i:p_ company with the Indian agent, make a thorough personal
-examination of all property which may be so affected or damaged. nnd from the best
disinterestec1 evidence you can procure upon the question of value, make a careful
appraisement thereof (exclusive of the valne of the land itself, which is common
property), and of the amount of compensation to be paid by the United States to
such individual Indiau or Indians therefor. You will embody snch appraisement in
the form of a tabular stn.tement, to be prepared by you in accordance with the form
marked K, herewith inclosed, and make the same a part of the agreement hereinafter
mentioned.
The Commissioner of Indian Afi'airs has bec.•n directed to instruct Agent Ronan, in
-charge of the agency, to prepare a list of the adnlt male Indians of the reserYation,
.and to have everything in readiness for the a ::~embling of the Indian::; in council at
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-·nf'h time as yon may designate by letter to him; and that you will reach the agency
about the 22d of August, proximo.
You will fully e.'plain to the Indians assembled in council the nature and object
<>f the a.greement which it i~:~ proposed to ma.ke between them and the United States,
the objective points of the road, and the line of route which it will follow through
the reservation, as shown by the map furnished by the railroad company, and the
location and extent of laud required for station buildings, &c.
You will advise the Indians to agree upon a fair and reasonable compensation to
be paiu by the Government forth<' qua.utity of land required by the railroad company,
imprt>ssing upon them the opinion held by the Department that the construction of
the road will advance their welfare, be beneficial to the Indian service, and subserve
a general public interest in the vicinity through which it will pass.
The whole subject having been fully explained to and understood by the Indians,
the amount of compensation to be paid by the United States to th~ confederated
tribes for the lands to be surrendered, agreed upon, and also compensation to individual Indians for damages, &c., as herein before provided, and all other necessary
preliminaries having been arranged, you will reduce the terms of the agreement to
writing substantially iu form inclosed herewith.
It 1s proposed that the amount of money to be paid by the United States for the
lands surrendered shall, upon ratification of the agreement by Con (Tress and necessary
appropriation therefor, be deposited in the Treasury of the Uniteu States to the credit
<>f the confederated tribes, and be expended for their benefit iu such manner as the
Secretary of t.lte Interior may direct, and that unuer like conditions the amount of
<Jompensation awarden to indiviunal Indians for damages shall be expended for their
benefit or paid to them in cash, in thA proportions to which they may be severally
entitled thereto, in tLe discretiou of the Secretary. All this yon will cause to be
fully explain<>d to tho Indians, as also the fact,, tl1at except as to the quantity of
la.nds the titl<> to which may be extinguished by s•tid agreement, all the stipulations
<>f existing tn·atieA, so far as the sam e are nnfnlfilled, ·w ill remain in force.
Tht• agreem<>nt should be executed and "igned by at least a majority of all the adult
male Iudians occupying or iutereste•l in the reservation lands, aud must be certitied
aud atrestell in form transtllitted herewith.
Upmt tlw ratification of th e ngreement by Congress the lands mentioned therein
will bl·eome a part of the pnhlic domain of the U11ited State~:~ a"d subject to the provisiou;; of t.he charter act of July :2, 1~64, hereinbefore referred to, of the privileges
<>f whit'lt act the company can then avail itself.
Yon art' authorized to disregard so much of the foregoing instructions as you may
deem tht• hest interests of the United StatPs and the Indianl'l require.
The followiug books and vapers are furnished for your use in the prosecution of the
dutif's to which yon are assigued:
Copy of Indian Office report to tlw Department of February 6, 181::l2, with inclosures.
Dt>partment letter to Preside11t Villard, February 11, Hl~2.
PreHiclent Villard's reply, February 16, lt51"l2.
Letter {rom Presidt•nt Villard to Department, June 14, 1882.
Indian Office report to Department of June :22, 1882.
Department letter to Iudian Office, July 1, 1882.
Telt•gr:tlll from Hou. Mart.in Magiunis, July 1, 1882.
LettPr from P1esi<lent Villard to the Department, July 3, 1882.
Certitkd map of definite location of Northern Pacific Railroad through Flathead
Reserva.tion, A.
Map of definite location (extenderl), B.
Descriptive plats of station grounds, &c., marked E, F, G, H, I, and J.
Form of proposPd agreement certifka.tes, &c.
Form of tabular statement of indi viclnal damageA.
Report of C •.nulliHsimwr of Ha.ilroads, ll::ll::ll, con~aiuing legis!a.tiou fur Northern Pa(•ific Railroad, pp. UG, &c.
Printed copy of treaty with Flathea.•1, &c., Indians of .July 16, 1855.
Extract from treaty of October 17, 1!-<f>G, relatin~ to construction of J•ailroads on reservation.
Copy of Qpneral Land Office regulationH respecting right-of-way railroads, forms
for verifications of maps, &c.
The retnm of the inclosures above notPd is respectfully requested with your report.
You will please acknowledge the receipt of this letter of instructions and transmit
the agreeuwnt, when finally completed, with your report to this Departmeut.
Very respectfully,
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
Hon. Jos. K. McCAMMON,
A sl!ista nt .d tton1ey-General,
Washington, D. C.
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DEM.RTME~T OF

TITE INTERIOI~,
Washington, Novernber 29, 1882.
SrR: I have the honor to inform you that in accordance with your letters of July
22, last, after having completed the business which you uirectt'd me to mulertake, I
proceeded from San Francisco Yin. Ogden, Utah, aud Butte City and Deer Lodge,
Mont., to the Jocko or Flathead Reservation in the northwestern corner of the Territory of Montana, arriving there on the 30th of August. A large number of Indians,.
estimated to be between six and seven hundred men, women, and children, hatl been
assembled by the a~ent. I found that w bite men living on the border of the reservation had, with the aid of whisky, somewhat inflamed a portion of the Indians,
chie:tly the young men, against the object of my visit, aud during the whole period of
my visit I had to contend with this feeling, as will more fully appear hy the minutes.
of the council V\hich I inclose in this communication.
Notwithstanding these influences the Indians consented to sign the. agreement,
which is transmitted herewith, together with map A, descriptive plats B, C, D, E,.
and F, also plat K 1, 2, 3, and a schedule marked K, which contains a descriptive list .
of improvements affected by the right of way of the Northern Pacific Railroad.
The terms of the agreement made with the confech·rated tribes of the Flathead,.
Kootenais, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Iudians resident on the Jocko or Flathead
Reservation in Montana, are briefly stated, that a strip of laud not exceeding 200 feet
in width, aggregating abont 1,300 acres, together with about 130 n.cres for station
purposes, are ceded to the United States, the consideration being $16,000, which is at
the rate of $11.18 per acre. And further, the United States agrees to pay to individual Indiarrs $7,625 as compensat.ion for damages to improvemeut:;; of ft>.ncNl or cultivated fields which may be sustained by reason of the surrender and relinquisl1ment of
the lanc1s above described. The right of way projected through the re:;ervatiou extends about 53 miles in a northwesterly and westerl.v direction.
In conformity with my instructions I made a personal examination of most of tho
improvements injured or destroyed by the right of way in company witl~ several competent persons whose opinion I sought before determining the sum to which I thought
the owuer in each case to be entitled. Having fixed a standard, I requested Mr. Ronan,
the agent, to continue the appraisement which I have adopted, having bad each particular farm not visited by me described by several persons who were familiar with
the improvements, their general value, &c. I should state that the acreage in each
particular farm interfered with furnishes little test of the amount of damage done,
inasmuch as the questions of tillage, style of fence, or the character of the dwellinghouse and out-buildings, or whether the right of way ran directly through the middle
of the farm or only touched its border, were the vital matters to be considered.
I will submit in a few days a report with special reference to the desire of the Indians on the Flathead Reservation to have their lands extended from the present
northern line up to the international line between the United States and the Dominion of Ca11ada.
I am under obligations to Maj, William H. Jordan, 'rhird Infantry, U. S. A., commanding at Fort Missoula, Mont., who was at the agency during the negotiations, for
valuable assistance. His presence undoubtedly contributed largely to the restoration
and continuance of good order. Agent Ronan and other employes at the agency did
all in their power to further the object of my visit.
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JOSEPH K. McCAMMON,
Assistant Attorney-Genel'al.
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER,
Secretary of the Interior.
[Indorsement.]

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, December 5, 1882.
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for examination, with
instructions that if the matter meets the approval of the Commissioner the papers
shall be returned to the department with draft of bill, as in similar cases, to be submitted to Congress for proper legislative action.
H. M. TELLER,
Sem·etary.
Council held by Hon. Joseph K. McCarnrnon, Assistant Attorney-General, appointed by the
Secretary of the Interior to negotiate an ag1·eement with the Indians on the Flathead Reservation for right of way fo1· the Northern Pacific Railroad th?'Oltgh the reservation.
AUGUST 31, 1882-3 p. m.
Present : Arlee, Adolphe, Eneas, and Michelle, with headmen and Indians of the
Flathead, Pend d'Oreilles, and ;K.ootenais tribes.
Agent Ro ~A~ saiil: . fr. 1\fl'f'nmmnn i"< }JPrP from 'Va<>hington, represf"nting the
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rnited States Government, to meet the Indians in council ; and it is desired to have
them listen attentively. He is here with the voice of the Great Father, and brings
his words to the Indians. I have no further words of introduction.
Commissioner McCAMMON. My friends of the Flathead, Pend d'Oreilles, Kootenais,
and other tribes living on the Jocko RPservation: I have been sent by the Great
Father at Washington a great many miles to see you and talk with you. He knows
how well you have treated the white people these many years; that you have been
peaceful and happy, and have taken care of yourselves; that you have always been
his friends and the friends of his people. Knowing these things he does not wish to
take from you your lands. He knows, however, that a railroad is to be built on the
borders of your reservation. Twenty-seven years ago you and your fathers made a
treaty with the whites. That treaty which you and the others made provided for a
country hflre in which you and your fathers should live. In that treaty you and your
fathers agreed "if necessary for the public convenience roads may be run through
the said reservation." By another treaty, made the same year at the treaty grounds,
near the mouth of the Judith River, in Nebraska, which treaty was signed by the
Flathead Nation and other Indians, it was provided that" for the purpose of establishing traveling thoroughfares through the country, and better to enable the President to execute the provisionsofthis treaty, the aforesaid nations and tribes do hereby
consent and agree that the. United States may, within the countries respectively occupied and claimed by them, construct roads of every description, establish lines of
telegraph," &c. The Great Father and the Great Council in 1864 gave the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company the right to build a railroad through this country. The
railroad company now say to the Great Father, •' We want to build a railroad through
the Jocko Reservation a few miles." The Great Father says," The Indians on the
Jocko Reservation gave me consent, years ago, to have roads of eve1·y description
built through their land.'' He understands that a wagon road has been built and
used for some time. That iH one kind of road. Another kind of road is a railroad.
It is a bfltter and quicker way of t.raveling. It is a kind of road that other Indians
all over the countr.v have allowed to be built. But the Great Father says that he
thinks the Indians should be paid for the little land that will be used by the railroad.
He says be thinks the railroad will be good for the Indians as well as for the whites.
The building of the road may bring white men on the reservation in order to grade
the road, lay ties, &c., but when the road is built, no white men will remain except at stations, and there only so many as are necessary. I will now show you
a map of your reservation [shows maps]. The railroad is to come up here from
the Missoula, entering the reservation by the J ocko River, and then going along the
Jocko and Pend d'Oreille Rivers to the west line of the reservation. Now, as all the
lands on the reservation belong to the Indians the United States wants to pay, and
thinks it right to pay, for 100 feet of road on each side of the track, for a dh;tance of
53.26 miles on this narrow line; and also for :five squares of ground alongside, to be
used as stations, being about 130 acres in addition, fully described on the map. These
stations are where cars will stop to take on passengers, Indians and others, and Indian wheat and grain, if you want it carried off to sell; and where goods will be sent
or received. This will cover a very sma.ll part of the reservation-like a spider web
()f fly track across the reservation [illustrating].
Your reservati()n contains about
3,000,000 acres; the railroad will occupy 1,500 acre's, just about as much as an ordinary wagon road. Now the Great Father asks me to inquire of these Indians what
will be a fair price for this small tract. He says you ought to be paid a fair, reasonable price, just as much as he would pay a white man, no more and no less. Where the
railroad runs through the farms of Indians, those Indians will be paid for their fence~,
farms, houses, and crops, if interfered with, the money to be paid to each Indian, or
to the agent to be used for them. I am appointt d to :find out how much this will
damage Pach Indian farm. This refers only to houses, fences, crops, &c., that bel01w
0
to individual Indians.
MICHELLE. You don' t know how much individual Indians will get, do you?
Col\nnSSIONER. No; that we will determine hereafter. I went last year to Port
Hall Reservation. The Indians there allowed a road to be built, and no white men
have come on the reservation becaw'le of the road. That is on the same plan as this.
Hundreds of miles of road are built through the Indian Territory, and yet white men
are kept out, except the agents ofthe railroads. The Northern Paei1ic Railroad bas
.-;topped at the line of ~' our reservation, and wishing w ell to the Indians, does not
want to interfere with them, except by some arrangement so that the Indians may be
paid. Ro the Great Father sends m e to ask you whnt yon want to be paid for this
land which the railroad company needs. I want you to consider this matter and ask
(tnestions. I don't want any one to misunderstand. I want 1.o be just to the 1ndians.
I want to protect their rights. I want them to talk. I am ready to hear from Arlee
Michelle, Adblphe, Eneas, or the headmen who know what they want to say.
'
ENEAS. I preRnme you will not ask us to answer now. There are some men here
who have wild ideas, and we want to adjourn and talk the matter over.
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MICHELLE. \Vc don't want to detain yon for a lot of humbug. Of course you and
the Great Father claim that we ought to be pttid for the land taken; we are not to
be cheated; we are to be treated just the same as whites.
COl\11\HSSIONEK. The Crows last year sold land to this company just the same as you
are asked to do. Whatever time you wish will be granted.
ARLEE I am going to talk not about what you are talking about. The Great Chief
don't pity me. I am crowded on both sides. ·white men go up and down the reservation with cattle. I lose cattle in plenty. I want you to get the whites off the
land at the head of Flathead Lake. I am old. I will soon die. There are a lot of
young onPs. I would like to have them live happy. But they will ahYays be in
trouble with white men if they remain so near us. It may be trne that the railroad
would help the Indians, but I would like to get the whites off the Flathead Lake.
CoMMISSIONER. Cattle are dl'iven through the reservation because the trea1 y provided for it. White men who steal are bad men. There are bad white men and bad
Indians. White men punish bad white men when they can find them. :Fewer cattle
will go through the l'eservation after the building of the railroad, for then many cattle will go through on ears. I will report your wishes to the Great Father. The
Great Father did not know them.
ARLE.E. The country we gave to the Government is very valuable. Lots of white
men have made independent fortunes in my country. Since twenty-seven years ago 7
when my forefathers made the treaty and gave you the country east and south of this,
you haTe been digging gold there; that country is very valuable. You mu~:;t not
think there are so few here. Lots of others think of coming over here and living on
this reservation. Be sure to tell t.he Great Father my wish s.
MICHELLE. I and Eneas think as does Arlee.
CoMMISSIONER. Tell him I (not the Great Father) think if they want that country
up north they should have it. I will tell the Great Father. They got the price they
asked for their land; they sold it to the white man. Gold was not yet discovere{i
there. They yet have fine lands, noble rivers, and majestic mountains.
RONAN. In my talks I feel as if I knew what Arlee wished to say. On the north
side of the Flathead Reservation there is a narrow tract of United States land. Arlee
fears that strip will be settled by whites, and Arlee feels if the Great Father will let
the Indians have that then they will not be surrounded by whites.
SEPTEMBER 1, lt382-1.40 p.m.
Commissioner McCAMMON. My friends, I am glad to see you to-day, and hope your
hearts are good towards the Great Father. I will be pleased to bear what the chiefs
have to say. If there is anything they don't understand iu the talk of yesterday I
will try to make it clear. I am ready to hear from them now.
ENEAS. I am the chief and you see me now. I have not doubt you are sent to see
us by the Great }<..,ather. I am the chief and this is ID~7 country. I am not joking in
telling you I would like to get the Flathead La.ke country back. There are things.
that the Government promised me in that treaty that I have never seen. The Government promised me everything we needed. The Government told me it would send a
blacksmith, and build school-houses, and furnish teachers at the agencies to instruct
Indians, and a head farmer, and build houses for us. The Govel'nment wished us t~
be like white men, and these were to instruct us. It promised me a tinner, a wagonmaker, a plow-rpaker, a hospital, and a doctor to look after the sick; and that is the
reason we signed the treaty. I was glad to think we were to have these things. We
had a big country, and under those conditions we signed the treaty. Seven years
after that we learned that the line of the reservation ran across the middle of .Flathead Lake. \Ve didn't know that when we signed the treaty. That is the reason we
want that country back. Besides, we did not get one-half of the annuities that belonged to us. It was divided among yourselves. Yon told us that after a while we
would be intelligent and rich and like white men. We are poor now. We try to
have whites to assist us, and t'hey won't because we are Indians. That is the reason
we want to have the whites kept out of that Plathead Lake country.
COMMISSIONER. I am glad to hear Eneas. I know what a good man he is. MajorRonan bas told me what wrong has been done years ago; he can now trust MajorRonan; what he gets he gives the Indians. One reason why the Great Father forgot
the Flatheads is that they have been so far from Washington; but now when the railroatl is built they w1ll be within four or five days from Washington; and the Great
Father and his people will see and pity t.h e Indians. That is one thing the Great
Father means when he says the Indians will be benefited by the raihoad. I will tell
the Great Father about Eneas's desires, and do all I can to carry out his wishes.
ARLEE. What is the reason you are not able to treat with the Indians about that
country'¥ You have full power.
•
COMMISSIONER. Arlee is mistaken; I have not power to treat about everything.
As I said yesterday, the Great Father did not know what your wishes were about that
strip ofland. He only knew about the railroad, and he told me to agree to pay for·
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the land to be nsed by the railroad. The land is not taken by the railroad, bnt is.
ta.ken by the Great Pather, who lets the railroad use it. Possibly you will understand
my power by an example. Yon are a chief of your tribe; you send one of your young
men to fish; but he goes off to visit his friends miles away; yoll are waiting for your
fish all the time; the young man bad no right to visit his friends until be got his fish ..
HoI have no right to do more than the Great Father told me, but must return to him.
Do you understand f
ARLEE. I understand,
COMMISSIONER. That is my position.
ARLEE. Is it true the Great Father don't know of the men north of the Flathead
Lakef
COMMISSIONER. Thecountrythere belongs to the Great :Father, so whiteshavearigb~
to go there; but I will tell the Great Father all you say. It is all written down.
ARLEE. We will now quit talking about the head of Flatbeatl Lake.
COMMISSIO~ER. Now, I will be glad to hear about the money to be paid for the use
of the land for the railroad.
ENEAS. You kno'v what I said, that the Government did not <Yive half it agreed
about annuities; and I think I don't wish the road to pass througl1 this reservation~
The Great Father is a good man, and when t.be Great :Father tells me a thing I do it.
I wish the Great Pather to do me a favor and consult my wishes, and not let the road
g1) through this reservation. There is a good way down the l\1issoula to Horse Prairie.
You are a great people, and when yon want to do a thing you can do it. \Vhat makes
you think the railroad can't go down there¥ This reservation is a small country, and
yet yon want five depots npon it. These are the best spots on the reserYatiou. What
is the reason I should be encouraged when you take the best part of mycountryf My
country was like a :flower and I gave you its best part. What I gave I don't look forlmck, and I never have asked for it back. The Great Father gave it to us for three
iribes, Flathead, Upper Pend d'Oreilles, and Kootenais. \Vhat are we going to do~,. hen you build the road f
We have no place to go. That is why it is my wish that you
should go down the Missoula Rh·er. I am not telling yon that yon are mean, but this
is a small country, and we are hanging on to it like a child on to a piece of candy.
COi\E\IISSIONJ•~I~. The linfl ~:>elected by the railroad company was selected ten yearsago, lH' <:anse it was 1 he best route, and because dow ll thf' }1iss0nla River 'vould
11ot IJe a goo<l route. Thfl men who selected it then and continued to prefer it are
able men, and know the lwst route; and they say this is the only route that is good.
The Great Father believes these ruen, and he sent me to represent him, not them, in
this council. He thinks it is the best route, and the Indians won't be iujured, the
amount of land to be taken is so small. The Great Fatht>r has respect for the wishes
oftbe Inrliaus, but be thinks be knows what is best for them, and feeling tbat way be
wants to know what mom'y tbey want for the land. The Great Father will take care
that bad white men do not sell whisky to Indians. He thinks be can do that better
with a railro:ttl through your reservation than with one down the Missoula. He wants
it bere. He sayR, "Yon have told me I can build roads tbrongh your reservation";.
but be also says you shall be paid, be having pity on you. The Indians should remember they got no pay for the wagon road built through their reservation, but be
thinks they should be paid for the land used by the railroad. The amount of land
that will be taken by the Government is very small. Only a few pieces of land owned
and improved by Indians will be taken. There is plenty of goocl land in this and other
valley and reservations, and all that have to move will be paid ; they will have the
money to pay them for moving, or to do what they please with. I am now talking
about improvements. The land belong" to all the Indians, but the improvements to·
individuals. All the Indians will be paid by the Great Council at Washington for all
the land taken, when an appropl'iation is made, and this money will be used for the
benefit of all the Indians; out the money for the fences, houses, and other improvements will be paid to the individual Indians whose improvements are taken. The
Great Fatl1er has this matter much at heart.
ENEAS. \Vho established the lines of this reservation? It was the Great Father
that got these lines established. Why does he want to break the lines? If we had
no lines l wonld say no word. Lines are jnst likP. a fence. He told us so. No white·
man is allowed to live and work on the reservation. You know it. is so in the treaty.
That is the reason I say yon had better go the otbt'l' way. Why do you wish us to go
a. way f It is a small country; it is valuable to us; we support ourselves by It; there
h no end to these lauds supporting us; they will do it for generations. If you say
you will givens money for our lands, I doubt if we get it, because we didn't before.
CoMmSSIONlm. Eneas and the rest do not understand what I said yesterday. The
1wo treaties sigued by your chiefs provide for roads of all kinds through your reservation. The Great Father is not asking for leave to build roads through your reservation; that was given twenty-seven years ago. The Grt>at Father is not treated with
great respect when I am to1d you will not get the money. The matter will be submitted to the Great Council, and t.he Indians will get the money; and whatever has.
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been done in the past about these matters, you can rely upon the good faith of those
who now have control of the Government. I do not understand why this opposition
comes, when the Indians gave their faith years ago to the Great Father that this road
might be built. I am sorry to hear what has been said. I come here as an honest
man to talk to honest men, and I want you to consider well the words of the Great
Father.
[.An Indian in the audience says, "Railroads are not mentioned."]
The commissioner read from the treaties of July and October, 1855, about roads and
continued: You can read it in the paper .Arlee has. As I have told yon, railroads run
through nearly all the reservations in the country. There are a few they do not run
through; ' but where they go Indians see less of whites than they did before, because
the whites travel by railroads. This very railroad runs through the Crow Reservation on the Yellowstone. A railroad runs through the country of the Shoshones in
Idaho, and this same railroad through the Umatilla Reservation. None of those Indians object to it. They are wise Indians; they have received their money. The
Crows and the Bannocks and the Shoshones have received theirs. The Great Father
expends the money for the benefit of those Indians. The Great Father will be sorry
when he hears that the Indians do not believe in his good faith. Shall I go back
a.nd say to the Great Father that these Indians do not believe he is treating them
right Y He has but one object, and that is your good; and if I go back without your
having named a price for tho lands, he will say they are not the good Indians and
faithful friends I thought.
MICHELLE. I am going to speak to Indians and no word to white men. I told the
agent it was useless for us to oppoge giving the white men this strip of land. We
(lon't know the plans of the white man; there is no use of us thinking. Just now be
has something to compel. You spoke yesterday of the land at the head of Plathead
Lake. I agree with you. That is my wish. You were here yesterday. No word he
mentioned was bad. I think it was all good. When you get a gentle horse if yon
beat him he is bound to get mean; and you are to blame when you beat a dumb brute.
He spoke to us gentlemanly; he used no harsh words; and we ought to be glad. We
a.re all Americans. The British line is north, and beyond that aro the British Indians.
If the President thinks it best for a railroad to run through this land,'! am quite willing. It is true this country has been reserved for us. When Garfield came here he
told us this was our country; our agent and another big chief from Washington tol<l
us the same. Our agent is acting friendly with us. I do not think this gentleman
has said a wrong word to us yesterday or to-day. He only wants a little strip of land;
he might take it without asking, but he is going to ask us first, and then leave it to
the chiefs. It is a thing that is bound to go through anyhow ; and so you must not
blame your chiefs.
COMMISSIONER. The whole country is not taken from you; just a little narrow strip
is used for railroads; you can use it, except the narrow strip for a track and depot
grounds. I remember last year, the Great Father, General Garfield, sent me to the
Bannocks and Shoshones on this business. You all knew that great and good man,
a.nd he knew you and loved the Indians. I have heard that he thought much of you.
What he said to me last year about the Shoshones and Bannncks, the Great Father
said of you this year. Consider well his words and be men. I want to ask Arlee anrl.
Michelle if the wagon road has taken the country from them f If not, then a railroad
will not. It is only a road with rail ties and locomotives to go through.
.
ARLEE. We don't think anything bad, but we don't want the railroad to go through
the reservation here, because these white men are bad people. At Camas Prairie they
sell whisky; they go there and get whisky, and onr boys bother us about whisky.
This is why we don't want the railroad to go through our reservation, because when
the white men come in to work there will be trouble; that is all.
CoMMISSIONER. About the man who sold liquor, we had him arrested and taken to
jail. The same thing will be done by your agent; when he finds white men selling
liquor he will arrest them. ·while the road is being built white men will have to
come and build it; but after it is built there will be no white men to sell liquor. On
the Crow and Shoshone reservations no liquor was sold to Indians while the road was
being built. It won't be as bad as Arlee thinks; I hope not bad at all for the Indians.
No liquor will be sold on the reservation at the depots.
ARLEE. It was our old people that were good; we had good chiefs; I don't know how
many years it is since the white people came, aml we have never had fights between
us and the whites; nor have we ever killed you at all; and that is why I want to remain in my country quiet and undisturbed. I hear every few days that other tribes
of Indians are fighting with the whites; then you win their country. You did not
win my country from me at all ; the big chief made our lines and told us to stay hero
all tho time, and a few years ago Garfield sent me here to stay. Bnt you don't mind
what be said at all. Garfield said "Take it easy, don't be unejtsy." It was nine
years ago that Garfield said "Don't think we will thrust you frorulthat country; that
land belongs to you." Last winter I was at home lying down, ben they told me
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men were surveying the place. Some said it did not amount to anything, but I said
it would cut our reservutiou in two; and now to-day I see you here trying to get our
land from us for the railroad. But I do not want any railroad here, for this is my
()Ountry.
C0:\1MISSIONER. This is your country; there is no doubt about that. The Great
:Father did not send me to ask for your country; he sent me to say he was going to
huild a railroad across your country, and be wanted to pay you for it. All this country is still yours and will remain yours. He wants you to feel good and remember
hiR kindness. There is no intention to take the country away from you. A railroad
is like the wagon road. 'fhe wagon ro<Hl did not take your country from you and the
railroarl won't. How long has the wagon road been here Y Your fathers were good
men; they knew the treaty allowed a wagon road, and the same treaty will allow a
t>ailroad. The railroad will help you more than the wagon road. It will keep white
lll'Ople out of your reservation. Yon can ship grain and all other goods by it. I want
you to let me go to Washington and tell the Great Father you believe in his word. I
will tell him what faithful children you are, how kind, and full of peace and happiness you are. I will tell him of the great sight I saw yesterday; how well you trea.ted
me because be sent me. My heart was glad, and I said the Indians will listen to what
the Great Father has to say and obey his words. I will again ask you if you can name
what money you want for this right of way. If you cannot, I will name a sum for
you. When the railroad is built the Great Father will probably come out himself to
see his country and you. It is too far from the railroad now.
ADOLPITE. It is true that you only want a small strip of my country; it is true that
there will be no white men in our country. All will be glad if you only take a small
strip of our country. Look at my hand [uplifted]; this is what they do in ·washington. I lift my hand; the President does the same thing. It is true that what you
say is in the treaty in regard to roads. In the treaty at Hell Gate in 1855 the Indians
said the white men could have railroads through here. Governor Stevens said to
Victor, "You are the head chief of three tribes here, and of the w bites here too;" and
they said we will talk about this land here by and by; and we are having that talk
now. Some time ago I did not know about talking, nor what it was to sign my name;
now I know. If the whites are good I am good. When there is blood on my hands,
they are not wet with white people's blood. If what you have told me to-day is true,
I will be glad. In this country you see no blood; other countries are stained with
hlood. The lipe of my country extends from earth up to heaven.
COMMISSIONER. I want to talk again about this road going through your reservation. I want to explain to you that the Great E'ather sells land near and adjoining
your reservation for $2.50 per acre. The railroad sells its land for $2.50 per acre near
your reservation. It has land down towards the Missoula. I wish to be liberal.
The Great Father told me to propose a fair price, and I think that $10 per acre is a
fair price for the 1,500 acres. That is four times as much as the Great Father gets
for his land. This would make altogether for the land $15,000. The crows got only
about five thousand, and the Shoshones seven thousand: or nearly eight. In addition, each Indian will be paid for his fences and barns where this railroad interferes
·ith him. The $15,000 will be for the benefit of the whole tribe.
ARLEE. I object to depots.
COMMISSIONER. Arlee never having seen railroads, don't know the amount of land
required. Here is a glass with a few drops of water in it [illustrating]. The whole
tumbler represents the reservation, the water the amount of land wanted for the
railroad. The railroad wanted six stations; the Great Father said five would be
enough. They wanted these for water for the engines. The railroad wanted a strip
400 feet wide; the Great Father said, "No, 200;" the railroad wanted larger and
more stations; the Great Father said, "No; five stations, and these must be small
ones." The Great Father was thinking of the wishes and the interest of the Indians.
ARLEE. I won't say more now about stations. The railroad down below is not done.
The Indian don't know, but the Great Father knows and the engineers know how
much is required. The railroad don't want the Indian lands, nor does the Great
:Father, but he cares for your interests.
[After a delay.]
CoMMISSIONER. Have you anything to say f
ARLEE. I want to know about the depots; what are they Y
COMMISSIONER. Every railroad in this country has stations once in 10 miles for
water, at the side of the track. If the railroad at Spokane has not stations every 10
miles it is because it is not yet finished. I have here the law of the Great Council
and it says the right of vvay through the lands of the United States is given for 100
feet each side, and statioons for depots, &c., every 10 miles of its road. Let any young
Indian read it if you want to hear it.
Au LEE. It is so.

s.
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COMMISSIONEH. These stations are to accommodate you. We are not trifling with
you. Arlee ought to be satisfied.
ARLEE. I want $1,000,000 for it.
CoMMISSIONER. The whole reservation would not be worth that.
ARLEE. I thought you were here to help us.
CoMMISSIONJm. I am. I represent the Great Father, as well as the Indians.
offer for t,he land four times what the Government sells its land near here for-$;.!. 51
per acre. And $10 would be eight times what the Government usually sells its land
for. Michelle, Eneas, and Arlee, are you ready to come to an agreement with theGovernmentf
ENEAS. There is one thing I don't understand. How big are these stations'
COMMISSIONER. Eight hundred yards long and 90 yards wide, for small ones; and
all others about four times as large, right along the road [shows a sketch and also a
map.] I hope Eneas' mind is happy and that he understands.
ENEAS. I understand it now.
COMMISSIONER. I will read to Michelle the agreement drawn by direction of the
Great Father.
MICHELLE. When I heard you the first time I was glad, but now when I hear what
yon offer I do not feel so well, because now you say that all the reservation is not
worth $1,000,000. Now I do not agree witil you.
COMMISSIONER. I am sorry if Michelle misunderstands me. I do not mean tilat the
land is not worth $1,000,000 to the Indians, but that the same kincl. of land would
bring no more among the whites. I only referred to that as they all refused four
times what was the selling price of such land among thew hites.
MICHELLE. When a railroad runs through the railroad company will get the money
back in one day. They will run through my ranch and take my timber to build it
with. I would not take $15,000. I do not mean we will make trouble; I only say wewill not take $15,000. If you want to go through, go; but we won't take $15,000. I
don't speak now, any more, because you offer only $15,000.
COMMISSIONER. Michelle should understand that ·w ilat I offer is four times as
much as the Government sells tile same kind of land for to white men. Don't let
him say that $1,000,000 is a fair Fice; I say I offer w:hat is reasonable. I do not represent the railroad, nor have I anything to do with the railroad; I represent the Great
Father.
ARLEE. We have said.
COMMISSIONER. We will not talk any more about the million dollars; the Great
Father will not allow us to talk of that.
ARLEE. All right; then go by the Missoula. If the railroad don't want to give themoney let it go by Frenchtown.
COMMISSIONER The Great Father says the railroad is to go here. The railroad,
according to the agreement, does not pay the money to the Indians; the United States.
pays it.
ARLEE. Why do you want to pass here? You have to make a big bend to come·
here; why not go by the Missoula f 'l'he treaty only talked about a trail, not about
a railroad.
COMMISSIONER. Why, Governor Stevens was here to survey this country for a lineof railroad. There is no attempt to take the country from you. You know that we
are not proposing to take tile country from you at all, and yet you speak as if we
were.
ARLEE. Governor Stevens said in twenty years another treaty would end this.
COMMISSIONER. Arlee is mistaken. Of course this treaty is in force. Governor
Stevens may have said that he or others would come back in twenty years, but not
that the treaty would expire in that time. Do you want me to return to the Great
Father and tell him that the good Indians, whom be always thought his friends, refused to sell a little land for ten dollars per acre, when not e.v en the bad Indians of"
the country have asked that for their lands.
MICHELLE. How would it be if you bad a good horse and I offered you a price that
you did not think was right; if I took the horse wouldn't you complain f When we
made the trea.t y we did not say railroads could pass through our country, only common roads.
CoMMISSIONER. '£bey said roads of every description. Suppose I were to give·
Michelle a loaf of bread every day, and then were to ask him to return me a very
small slice, would he not be a very bad Indian if be did not give me the slice when I
needed it, especially if I bad paid him the money for it f So the Great Father says,
"You can have this country, but I want a small slice or strip for a road," and afterwards offers to pay for it.
MICHELLE . If you wanted a small piece of bread, I would say, "Here is a piece."
If you say it is too small, I would say, '~Take what you want."
COMMISSIONER. Michelle does not underst.and; be never saw a million dollars; hedon't know what it is. It is nearly seventy times $15,000. The Great Father could_
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not afford to pay $10 an acre for· the Indian lands in the United. States. He could not
afford to pay the price now offered you, and would not have offered this if these Indians had not always been friends and good. \Ve are not trying to m~tke a hard bargain; we want to be liberal to the Indians. That is all. Do you want me to go home
and tell the Great Father, or do you want me to stay till to-morrow.
}fiCHELLE. Do as you wish.
C0:\1:\H'SI<LTER. What do you wish f
l\liCHELLB. I <lo not understand. You know it is not done; the agreement is not.
made.
COM:l\HSSIONER. Then I will stay. Ask them to meet me earlier to-morrow.
SEPTEMBER 2-1.30 p. m.
Commissioner McCAMMON. My friends, I am glad to see you; I hope you did not
think I had unkind thoughts yesterday. I had none but kind thoughts in my mind.
I de~ire to hear from you or to answer any questions you wish to ask. I talked long
yesterday, but I wanted to make everything as plain as possible. I did not want any
one to misunder~tand what I said. I am sincerely your friend. I have had much to
do with Indians, and I believe they all consider me their friend. The Great Father
wishes to make a present to good Indians, and although the Indians had agreed, in
the treaties of 1855, to let roads· be built throngh this reservation without pay, he
thought none the less they should be paid. The Great Father had the right to build
the road without pay, but he thinks you should be paid; he thought you ought to
receive some money from him as a present. I would like to hear from any of the
ehiefs what is your minds this morning.
ARLEE. I don't wish to change our calculations. When we heard that you were
coming we made up our minds what to say to you. Yes, we are all good Indians, and
we have a nice country, and 1 don't wish the Great J.i'ather should bother us by a big
railroad through the reservation. When we heard of your coming we made up our
minds what to say to you, and I said it to you yesterday. You seem to like your
money, anrl. we like our country; it is like our })arents. I have the same feeling I had
yesterday, and I am not the only one. I told you about the money, what we ask;
and you said it was an exorbitant price. We do not wish to change om; ideas; wetold you yesterday about our wishes.
COMl\HSSIONlm. In the treaty ofl8::>5, made by Governor Stevens, the Indian tribes
now repros nted here sold to the Great Father the country which was then claimed
by them.
hat country was great; it extended from the British line to Big Hole
River, and waR very broad east and west. The Indians were then satisfied with the
treaty, and have never been dissatisfied since. The money paid to your tribes was
the sum of $1:.20,000. That was only about one-ninth of what you now claim for a
little strip of country through your reservation. You ask about nine times more for
this little strip than what you received for all that yast amount of land. So you see
you are mistaken as to the value of this little strip of country. I want you to think
of this; that the $15,000 I offered yesterday is very much more per acre than the
money you received under the treaty of 1855. As I have been fair and reasonable, I
have a right to ask that you should be, and that you should trust me. I am afraid
some bad white men have been misleading you about the price. No man is your
friend who tells you that you should receive $1,000,000 from the Government.
ARLEE. We are not any way dissatisfied or hostile towards you or the Governmen£.
We only want a fair bargain; fair play on both sides. My forefathers, our chiefs,
the head chiefs of the tribe, were like men with veils over their heads; they could not
see at all; they were like blind men; and when Governor Stevens arrived and he
beO'an talking about this part of the country, they had no idea of their country; they
·we~e stupid. They signed the treaty. This reservation was offered by the man who
made the treaty, and we are holding on to ii. Our forefathers are all dead, and we
are the chiefs nowadays, and are hanging on it.
COMMISSIONER. You arc qnite right in holding on to your reservation. As your
friend I say hold on to it; it is your land. I would be willing to give you the land
you w~nt up north; but the little line that the railroad wants won't interfere with
your land ; it will give the Great Father a better chance to protect you. There are
many white men in the East who look after your interest more than you do yourselves; they would not allow a wrong to be done to you; they would, I know, approve of what I have told you. If I have not told you what the little strip is worth,
I would not dare to go back among those people. You can ask any of your friends
here and they will tell you that those white people know more about your wants than
you do yourselves. Their hearts are always good towards you. These friends will
watch me, and if I have not a good heart towards you they would blame me; but I
know yon think I have a good heart for you.
ARLEE. Now won't you try to raise it a little more T
COMMISSIONER. I will consider for a moment. [After a pause.] I will tell the Great
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Father I gave you $16,000. I will tell him that you are good Indians, as he knows, ·
and I thought you were entitled to $16,000.
ADOLPHE. How many years will this $16,000 lasU (They consult.)
ARLEE. We want the money, The reason we did not get the money before was because we took it in annuities. We prefer the cash.
COMMISSIONER. The Great Father knows more about you than they did years ago ;
and whatever wrong was done you then, will not be repeaterl. now. This very railroad
will bring the Great Father nearer to you. The money will be expended for the benefit of the Indians in the manner the Great Father thinks best. If he thinks, after
hearing from you, that it is better to let you have the money, he will pay the money.
You must depend upon his judgment as to how the money will be paid. The Great
Father will never forget you. He gives you money from year to year; he has many
w bites and many Indians to look after, and he gives you what he can. Something
has been said about your timber; no timber will be cut from your lands, except on
the right of way through. Your forests will remain, except as they cut trees out in
building a road. Thl:'y may have to cut so the trees won't fall on the road; that is
all the trees that will be cut.
ARLEE. Yes, that is so. The timber is my property, and we demand some money
for rn;v property. There is timber cut on the reservation. I am sure you don't know;
it is off the road entirely; it is on the creek near Pig Pen. I went up there and saw it.
COMMISSIONER. The white men had no right to cut it, and they will be very careful
not to repeat it.
ARLEE. Yes, this council don't amount to much, because cunning white men cut it
on the sly.
.
COMMISSIONER. But the railroad cannot afford to allow white men to cut timber
on your land.
ARLEE. I am sure I saw it with my own eyes.
COMMISSIONER. It may have been a mistake. The railroad people have been very
careful in not coming on the reservation.
ARLEE. It is tie timber.
COMMISSIONER. Arlee should remember that there may have been a mistake as to
the line, and if within the reservation line they did not cut the timber intentionally.
We will have that line surveyed, and see if timber has been cut inside of the reservation.
ARLEE. It came to my mind and I wanted it explained.
COMMISSIONER. I introduced the matter of timber to you because I do not wish any
misunderstanding about it.
ARLEE. Yes, that is right.
COMMISSIONER. Arlee and the rest are wise to protect their people.
ARLEE. I am glad for one thing to-day. I am happy about that strip of country
north. Do you think we will get it back~
CoMMISSIONER. I hope so.
ARLEE. I am your friend. I hold your hand a long time.
,MICHELEE. Now, my friend, I a.m glad about this strip of country north. We want
that strip of country. I don't wish to be bothered by men on the other side. I want
a road clear to the line where the other Kooteuais are. If we ~et it we want to get
the few settlers away who are there. We have lost many cattle m the reservation by
men going up and down and driving them away; and these Indians are glad when
you said you would increase the land. The railroad line goes right through my land ;
I am not uneasy about it; I am glad I am going to get money for it.
COMMISSIONER. I will report to the Great Father what you say about the strip of
country north.
·
MICHELEE. It won't take long, and you have got a telegraph.
CoMMISSIONER. The Great Father is not now in Washington, and it will take longer
than you think. I shall have to go back and explain to him by word of mouth, the
same as I do to you here.
MICHELLE. I had five head of horses on the road lately, and the whites stole them.
I am afoot now. I am very happy to-day. At first you said you would increase our
land, but now you say you will report to the Great Father. I don't quite understand.
CoMMISSIONER. I said I was willing, but it is the Great Father's land, and if he
thinks best he will give it to you. As to the strip north, the Great Father did not
know what was in your minds, but when he does he will do what is best for you.
MICHELLE. The way we understood it in 1855 was that the land north belonged to
us, but the man who ran the line got lazy and did not go north far enough.
COMMISSIONER. I now ask interpreter to read the agreement to the Indians.
MICHELLE. I don't consider this a bona fide bargain ; it is borrowing this strip of
land.
COMMISSIONER. It is the use of it.
MICHELLE. I don't want you, after you get away, to let the white people suppose
you have bought the reservation, and let the white people squat on it. That is the
way I think. It is like the railroad borrowing the strip of land.
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COMMISSIONER. It isjnst buying the use ofthe strip ofland.
MICHELLE. 'Vhen I buy a horse I pay for it. You told us the country was ours.
I considered the matter, and let you have it for public travel on the road. You have
told me there won't be any white men on the reservation; that is the way I consider
the matter.
COMMISSIONER. Michelle is C]_uite right; he un<lerstands it. The railroad will only
use the little strip, just like the wagon road. Michelle and the rest understand it perfectly. I suppose this by their approving what Michelle says.
MICHELLE. If you fulfill your promise I will be enjoying the reservation. Now, I
understand you to say that when we go visiting we ca.n jump on the railroad wagons
an(l ride without paying expenses. I don't wish to pay a cent when I visit your conntry. Tell that to the Great Father.
CoMMISSIONER. Michelle is right; the Indians always ride without paying whenever they want to visit their friends or the white people; but the white people will
not be allowed to go ou the reservation. I will come every year or two, as often as I
can, to see him, so he will see that my promises have been kept.
MICHELLE. I wish that you would.come once in a while, so that I can complain of
not being treated right by the white men. You say you are our friend and will come.
I will be glad to see you. I want yon to know my heart. I despise liquor, cards, a.
liar, and a thief. I don't want to see such people here. Tell that to the Great Father.
A lot of Indians of this tribe are below; if they want to come here they can do so;
and if other tribes want to stop here we will let them stop if they behave.
CO!\fMISSIONER. I promise for the Great Father and myself to help put gamblers
an<lliquor sellers off the reservation, and all other bad men; and also to let such Indians as you want come on here and live. You must let the Great Father know when
you want these Indians to come here.
MICIIELLE. And I trust that the commanding officer over at the camp at Cold Springs
will fix the bad white men and Indians. I am taken care of by white men, and my
own Indian agent tells me Major Jordan will get after the bad whites and Indians.
Of c'Ourse if any of my Indians should spill blood, you can do with them as you
please; I have nothing to say about it. Also I have nothing to say if you put in jail
my drunken Indians. You need not ask my permission. Do the best you can to keep
peace and the white men from our country. Try and keep the white men from selling
whisky to my Indians. We are uneasy about whisky matters for fear of gett.ing into
hostilities and losing our lands. I am glad to hear that the man on Camas Prairie is
arrested, and I hope you will punish him severely. You saw how it was the day you
came here.
COMMISSIONER. Major Jordan, your agent, and the United States marshal will see
that men who sell liquor to Indians are punished. They hate whisky; that is, they
hate to have it sold to Indians, and they wm do all in their power to prevent your
young men from getting into trouble. You see wbat your agent did the other day in
having that man on Camas Prairie put in prison. It is bad for Indians to drink
whisky, but worse to sell it to them.
MICHELLE. My agent told me when that big gang of men came here from below,
"I will be the man to watch and keep them from selling whisky to t.he Indians." I
wish white men to come no nearer than Horse Prairie with liquor. My agent says we
will be bothered while the road is being built, and I understand what he tells me. I
wish you would do the best you can to keep bad men from doing damage. I suppose
we will be bothered while the new road is being built, and I want Major Jordan to be
ready any day to take my part. I will let the agent know :first, and he will say to
Major Jordan-and this big chief is listening.
COMMISSIONER. Michelle understands it perfectly, and the rest.
ARLEE. I don't want white men to b1·ing stock here any more. .There will be lots
of people here when the railroad is finished. The officers can clear off white men.
COMMISSIONER. While the road is being built some stock will be used by the white
men. When an agent wants the commanding officer at Fort Missoula, he sends for him.
I want you to understand that while the road is being built much stock will be here.
If your agent wants troops he will send for them to protect you.
AFTERNOON SESSIO"Y, 3

P. M.

COMMISSIONER. My friends, I am about through with our talk. From my heart I
say you have done well. When you see me another year I hope you will say you have
done well. You will not rt>gret one thing that has been done. You have done the
best that could be done for yourselvt s and for the white man" I will go down the
river and put a value on the individual improvements on the ranches used by the
railroads. I waut you to ask Arlee, Adolphe, Eneas, Big Sam, Pattie, and all the rest,
to come and sign this paper to-day, or go to the agency, so that all of their names will
he on this paper. Then this will be the last time I will see my good friends of these
tribes. To-morrow I will leavf', and will go ancl Rt>e tl1e Grent Father ann will tell
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him all your wishes, particularly ahont your wanting that strip of la.ncl to the north.
The Great Father wants to do the best for all his people, and be will listen to me and
do what be thinks best abont that and all other things. I am through.
MICHELLE. You told us you were going to have a fair understanding. You told us
that you would be glad to have the amount of the land increased. I was gl:td when
yon mentioned that; I jumped np fi·om my chair and shook hands with yon, and then
you said it was not in your power, but yon would mention it to the Great Father. It
was that that made me let go of the million dollars. I don't quite nndert:~taml why you
say now you have no authority to treat for that strip, but will mention it to the Great
Father. I would like to have a copy of the treaty, and haYe men who can read explain it to me.
.
CoMMISSIONER. Michelle is right ; the land is not to be sold to the railroad company. He shall have a copy of the agreement. Michelle is mistaken if he thought
I told him I bad authority to treat now for the strip of land at the head of the lake.
I said all along, yesterday and to-day, that I could only report to the Great Father
what they wished, and he will likely send some one out here to see them about this
land. I don't want to have Michelle make a mistake .
.ARLEE. I don't consider we are mistaken ; that! is the reason we jumped and shook
hands.
COMMISSIONER. T explained it to .Arlee, as I had done before. You must tmst the
Great Father, and trust that I will tell him. Now, I would like to go with the agent
~nd see the farms.
I would like to have you ask the agent whether I said I would
treat about t.hat north land to-day. I didn't understand Michelle's remark to be
that he would sign this agreement on account of that strip of land. I said I would
give you $16,000. I said we would stop talkin~ about the north land .
.ARLEE. You were talking about that to Mrchelle. That money is a small sum.
Donald says so. So far as I am concerned I agree with you. You said that person.ally you would be glad to have them have the land.
CoMMISSIONER. I told them from the first I had no authority to treat regarding
that north land. I illustrated it to him yesterday when I spoke about his sending a
man for tish.
MICHELLE. If we could get the strip of country north, we would not ask anything
for the right of way.
.
COMMISSIONER. I repeat what I before said, that I have no right to give the strip
<lfland north; bnt I said I wonld tell the Great Father. Suppose Michelle, .Arlee,
and Eneas wanted to sell the reservation, and came to me for that purpose, you would
say, "They have not consulted our people and have no right to sell our reservation."
Unless they consult their people they could not bind them. That is what I said. I
could not bind the Great Father until I told him about it. Your chiefs can do nothing
without consulting their people. I can do nothing except by the orders of the Great
Father. He has given me no orders about this strip .
.ARLEE. I knew you would not give that million of dollars. My people don't want
the railroad through here, and that's why I asked a million dollars.
COMMISSIONER. All I said is written down, and you can have a copy of what I said.
I have told you the Great Father said the road was to be built, not for the benefit of
the white men only, but also for the Indian .
.ARLEE. I don't knovi" how the road would benefit the Indians.
COMMISSIONER. That is because .Arlee never saw a railroad. The Indians will be
nearer the Great Father, and he will be better able to protect you. I told you also
that if yon followed the Great Father's wishes in this matter, he would do what was
best for you and might give it to yon.
ARLEE. Yes, the only benefit l see is if you give us that strip of land north, when
I die it will benefit my children. The papers you have do not say that we have sold
the countrv.
MICTIELLE . .A great many have clear ideas; others are stupid, and cannot understand it; so we want a copy.
COMMISSIONER. The white men think I have been very kind to the Indianfl, and
have tried to explain everything as plainly as possible. The agent and commanding
()fficer will say so. .Agent Ronan and I will have to leave now. I want the men to
ign the agreement.
MICHELLE. I am not bothering my head about the railroad going through my field.
I know that is right. If we can get back that country north we don't care about
the railroad going through; it may go through free. Don't have hard feelings toward
us for saying this. We are all one. My skin is dark. We are one nation. The international line is far north, but we are under one flag. You treat me as one of your
people, and I want to do the same. The agent told me himself that he had instructions to see that the Indians get their rights.
CoMMISSIONER. I will promise to use my influence to get that strip of land for you,
and I want you in return to get signatures for this agreement. I feel kind to all the
chiefs and to the rest of yon. We all belong to one nation. We were all born in the
United States.
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MICHELLE. This reservation is only large enough for three depots.
COMMISSIONER. The depots will be as small as possible. You will see what the
milroad (loes. If you find reason to complain, yonr objections must be made to the
Great Pather. Ever,vthing pos$ible will be d.one to make the India,ns contented and
happy. There will be only fi\'e stations, and if the Indians are good and sober, the
railroad will probably employ them.
MrcrnjLLE. That is all I have to say.
ADOLPHE. I am one of the Flatheads. I am going to speak to you. This and Bitter Root is my country. You told us once we should respect the Great Father, and I
think you should respect what I have said; for this reason I have great faith in the
Great Father aml you, and therefore talk of this strip of land. I guess we will be
h~tppy on this reservation.
Look at the blood the white man has spilled. Where is
the blood we have spilled f Just for this I respect and honor the Great Father and
you, for I know he is a good-hearted man. Our God is a good, kind God. Our chiefs
have been directed from above to treat your people wen.
The council then adjourned.

No.3 b.
Whereas, by s~ction one of an act of Congress, approved July second, eighteen
"hundred and sixty-four, entitled "An act granting lands to aid in the construction of
a railroad and telegraph line from Lake Superior to Puget Soun<l on the Pacific coast,
by the northern route" (thirteenth Statutes at Large, page three hundred and sixtyfive), the Northern Pacific Railroad Company was authorized and empowered to lay
out, locate, construct, furnish, maintain, and enjoy a continuous railroad and telegraph line, with the appurtenances, namely: Beginning at a point on Lake Superior,
in the State of Minnesota or Wisconsin, thence westerly by the most eligible railroad
route, as shall be determined by said company, within the territory of the United
States, on a line north of the forty-fifth degree of latitude to some point on Puget
ound; and
Whereas, by section two of said act, Congress granted to said company the right
()f way for the construction of said railroad and telegraph line to t,he extent of"two
hundred feet in width on each side of said railroad where it may pass through the
public domain, including all necessary ground for station builc:Iiugs, workshops,
depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracks, turn-tables, and water-stations; and
Whereas, by said section two, Congress provided that the United States should extinguish as rapidly as may be consistent with public policy and the welfare of the
Indians, the Indian titles to all lands falling under the operation of this act and acquired in the donation to the road named in the act ; and
Whereas, by treaty between the United States and the confederated tribt>s of the
Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, concluded at Hell Gate, in the
Bitter Root Valley, July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, and duly ratified
and proclaimed (twelft,h Statutes at Large, page nine hundred and seventy-five), a
district of country therein describt>d, situate in the then Territory of Washington,
but now included within the boundaries of the Territory of Montana, was set apart
for the use aud occupation of said confederated tribes, and as a general Indian reservation upon which may be placed other friendly trihes and hands of Indians of the
Territory of Washington, who may agl'f•e to be consolidated with the tribes parties to
said treaty, under the common desigua.tion of the E'lathead Nation; and
Whereas by article three of said trea'y it is provirled that "if necessary for the
public convenience roads may be rm1-_~through the said reservation, and on the other
band the right of way with free access from the same to the nearest public highway
is secured to them, as alRo the ri9;ht in common with citizens of the United States to
travel upon all public highways'; and
Whereas by treaty between the Uuited States and said Flathead Nation of Indians
and others, conclnrled at the council ground on the Upper Mii!HOuri, near the mouth
of the Judith Rive1. in the Tl~rritory of Nebraska, October seventeenth, eighteen hundred and fifty-five, duly rat,ificd a,nrl confirmed (eleventh Statutes at Large, page six
hundred and fifty-seven), it is provided (in the eighth article thereof) that "for the
purpose of establishing traveling thoroughfares through their country, and the better
to enable the President to execute the provisions of this treaty, the aforesaid nations.
and tribes do herehy consent an<l agree that the United States n•ay, wit bin the countries respectively occupied and claimed by them, construct roads of every description,
~stablish lines of telegraph, and military posts; use material of every description
found in the Indian conn try, bnild houses for agencies, missions, schools, farms, shops,
mills, stations, aml for any other purpose for which they may be reqnireu, and permanently occupy as much land as may be necessary for the various purposes above
enumerated, including the use of wood for fuel and land for grazing, and that the
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navigation of all lakes and streams shall be forever free to citizens of the United
States" ; and
Whereas the said company did on the :fifth day of July, eighteen hundred and eightytwo, file in the Department of the Interior a map showing the definite location of it~
line of railroad from the southern boundary of the reserve for the Flathea<l In(lians,
thence northwesterly across the southwestern part of said reserve to the western
boundary thereof, all lying and being within the Territory of Montana, as definitelyfixed and determined in compliance with said act of Congress, and as approved by theboard of directors of.said company by resolution passed May ninth, eighteen hundre.:l
and eighty-two; and
Whereas the said company desires to construct its line of railroad upon such designated route and claimH the right by virtue of said act so to do :
Now, therefore, in order to fnl:fill the obligations of the Government in thepremiRe~:>.
This agreement, made this 2nd day of September, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, between the confederated triues of the Flathead, Kootenay,
and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians, resident on the Jocko (or Flathead) Reservation,
in the Territory of Montana, represented by their chiefs, headmen, and heads of a majority of families, and being a. majority of all the adult male Indians occupying or
interested in the lauds hereinafter described, the said Indians acting unllcr the supervision and with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior of the Uni-ted States, of
the one part, and the United States of America, represented by Joseph Kay McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General of the United States, duly appointed in this behalf
by the Secretary of the Interior, of the other p:1rt, witnesseth : •
That for the consideration hereinafter mentioned, the said confederated tribes of
Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille In<lians, do hereby surrender andreHnqnish to the United States all the right, title, and interest which they now hav
under a11d by virtue of the aforesaid treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
fifty-five, in and to all that part of the J ocko (or Flathead) Reservation, situate in
the Territory of Montana and described as follows, namely:
A strip of land not exceeding two hundred feet in width, that is to say, one hundred
feet on each side oft.he line laid down on the map of definite location hereinbefore mentioned wherever said line runs through said reservation, entering the same at or nearthe summit of Coriagan Defile, passing by the Valley of Finlay Creek to the Jockor
aloug the Jocko to the Pend d'Oreille River, and down the valley of the Pend d'Oreille, passing out of the reservation at or near the mouth of the Missoula River, said
strip of land being intended to ·be used by the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, as a right of way and road-bed, and containing 2,300.
acres. An official copy of said map of definite location was, on the day of the date
hereof~ produced and shown to said Indians in council assembled, was fully explained
to them, and is herewith attached marked with the letter A, and made a part of this
agreement.
Also the several pieces or parcels of land situate along and adjoining the said strip
of land herein before described as the same are delineated on the five several plats or
maps thereof also now produced and shown to said Indians and hereto attacherl and
marked respectively with the letters B, C, D, E, F, and containing respectively the
following areas, that is to say: Tract B, seventy acres; tract C, fifteen acres; tract
D, fifteen acres; tract E, fifteen acres; tract F, fifteen acres; aggregating (exclusive
of the strip of land hereinbefore mentioned) one hundred and thirty acres, the same
being intended to be used by the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company for the purposes of station-houses, depots, sidings, &c.
In consideration of such surrender and relinquishment of lands as aforesaid, amounting in the aggregate to fourteen hundred and thirty acres, the United States stipulates and agrees to pay to the said confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and
Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians the sum of sixteen thousaud($16,000) dollars, being a.t
the rate of eleven ftPO dollars per acre, to be deposited in the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of the said confederated tribes upon ratification of this agreement
by Congress, and necessary appropriations made therefor, the sum aforesaid to be expended for the benefit of said Indians in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
And for the considerations aforesaid, the United States further stipulates and agrees,.
upon ratification of this agreement by Congress, and necessary appropriation therefor,
to pay to the)ndi vidual Indians, members of said confederated tribes, whose names appear on tl1e schedule hereto annexed, marked with the letter K, the several sums set
opposite their respective names and amounting in the aggregate to the sum of seven
thousand six hundred and twenty-five dollars, as full compensation for any damages
to improvements, or fenced or cultivated :fields, which they may sustain by reason o!
the surrender and relinquishment of said lands or any part thereof as aforesaid, such
compensation to be expended for the benefit of such individual Indians, or paid tothem in cash, in the proportions to which they may be sevefally entitled thereto, appearing by said schedule, as the Secretary of the Interior mny direct.
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.All provisions of existing treaties with the confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians not affected by this agreement, to remain in
full force and elfect, aud this agreement to be subject to ratification by Congress.
Executed at the Flathe~ul Agency, in the Territory of Montana, this 2nd day of September, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-two.
JOSEPH KAY McCAMMON,
Assistant Attorney- General.

f
j

The foregoing articles of agreement havjng been fully explaineu to us in open council, we, the unclersigned chiefs and headmen, and heads of a majority of families, being a majority of all the adult male Indians of the confederated trilJes of Flathead,
Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians, respectively occupying or interested in
the lauds of the Jo<'ko (or Flathead) Reservation, in.the Territory of Montana, d()
hereby consent and agree to all the provisions and stipulations therein contained.
Witness our hands at the Flathead Agency, Mont., the day and year last aforesaid·
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34 .
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

Michelle, his x mark.
Arlee, his x mark.
Eneas, his·x mark.
Pattee (Shtas), his x mark.
Big Sam, his .x mark.
Dandy Jim, his x mark.
Red Mountain Stchaw, hisx mark.
Jim Finlay, his x mark.
Alexander Matte, his x mark.
Michelle Rivais, his x mark.
Upee·moxim,hisx mark.
Umapine, his x mark.
Leo. Settee, hisx mark.
J oBeph Qni-qui-oo, his x mark.
Francois Eneas, his x mark.
Thomas McDonald, his x mark.
Antoine Til-til-cant-coot, his xmark.
Octave Rivais, his x mark.
Matthias Kootanie, his x mark.
Baptiste Eneas, his x mark.
Alex. Poirrier, hisx mark.
Louis Vallee, his x mark.
See-peh, his x mark.
F. Nichol as, his x mark.
!adore Laderoote, his x mark.
Alex. Morrezien, his x mark.
Modeste, his x mark.
Adol Smeh-o-lah, hisx mark.
Basile Finlay, his x mark.
Illy-mehum, his x mark.
.Abram Friday Kis-na, his~ mark.
.Asel-skomy, his x mark.
Lassa Seelim-lah, his x mark.
.Joseph Schute·skeh, his x mark.
Tomah, his x mark.
Louis Canoe, his x mark.
Isaac Agat, his x mark.
Malta Cbarloain, his x mark.
Antoine Spattle, his x mark.
Samuel Whistch Sin-che-leh, his x
mark.
41. Pee-arlee, his x mark.
42. Francois Stumle-ca w, his x mark.
43. John Red Skunk, his x mark.
44. Michael Skoo-teel-pah, his x mark.
45. Eneas Francois, his x mark.
46. Peter Finlay, hisxmark.
47. David Finlay, his x mark.
48. August Finlay, hisx mark.
49. Bouaparte, his x mark.
50. D. McDonald, his x mark.
51. Nicholar Finlay, his x mark.
52. Basile Little, his x mark.
53. Vital Rivais, his x mark.

\

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

Louis Penetze, his x mark.
Chettle, his x mark.
Use-tab, his x mark.
Do-peh, his x mark.
Baptiste Matte, his x mark.
Frank Cam mille, his x mark.
Eneas Paul, his x mark.
Inty-lanuy, his x mark.
Consague Matte, his x mark.
Isaac Sal-hal, his x mark.
Pierre Paul, his x mark.
Deaf Louis Saxsa, his x mark.
Michelle, Tchi-moi-a-kaw, his x mark
Michelle Wbeh-pult, his x mark.
Malta Chis-sis-soo, his x mark.
Isaac Sknlsch, his x mark.
Basile Arlee, his x mark.
Francois In-che-eh, his x mark.
Quanneh, his x mark.
An-tel-leh, his x mark.
Johnny In-chi-as-ka.
Red Horn, his x mark.
Louis Qni-qui-oo, his x mark.
Joseph Les Smauk-klat-sut-kanch,.
hisx mark.
Pattee Sough-can-soot, his x mark.
Tawa Aslin, his x mark.
Isaac Conpee-yout, his x mark.
Pierre Paul Conpee-yout, his x mark.
Peter Sta-qua, his x mark.
Piel Tchit-housee, his x mark.
Alex. Bonaparte, his x mark.
Joseph Plante, his x mark.
Charles Plante, his x mark.
Little Francois, his x mark.
Baptiste Finlay, his x mark.
Is-toe-quis, his x mark.
Skie-meh (Eagle), his x mark.
Use-tah Pake-stan, his x mark.
To-peh Pake-stan, his x mark.
Timseh, his x mark.
Robert Irvine, his x mark.
M. Ignace, his x mark.
Louis Charloaine, his x mark.
Tama Skultemooska, his x mark.
Charloaine, his x mark.
Joseph Sardape, his x mark.
Joseph Soap-se-na, his x mark.
Co-quist Kun-ah-een-whan, his x
marie
Pattee Koos-tum-ane, his x mark.
Eneas Pe-ell, his x mark.
Sy-bas-ta-way (jr. ), his x mark
Peetah Che-es-ty, his x mark.
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106. Sy-bas-ta-way (sr. ), or Unco-loco, his 164. Archie McDonald, his x mark.
165. Lorette Pablo, his x mark.
xmark.
166. Sqnatkis-anniu, his x mark.
107. Louis La Rose, his x mark.
167. Lanreus, his x mark.
108. Joseph Chusil-soo-soo, his x mark.
168. Jomat, his x mark.
109. Whe-whe-yool, his x mark.
169. Joseph 1\Iorrezen, his x mark.
110. Peter Irvine.
-170. Francis-Langto, his x mark.
111. Joseph Tonse, his x mark.
171. Alick De-moo, his x mark.
112. Joseph Sumach-hey, his x mark.
172. Michelle Col vile, his x m~trk.
113. Xavier La Rose, his x mark.
114. Joe Pattee, his x mark.
173. Andre Spoon, hit! x mark.
174. Joseph Loyola, his x mark.
115. Pierrish Po-lot-kan, his x mark.
175. Lomain Joseph, his x mark.
116. Alexander Serpent, his x mark.
176. Pe-ell Qninny-mah, his x mark.
117. Francois Stemoo, hisx mark.
177. Saccap-E-wanch, his x mark.
118. Illymoo Skie-mee, his X mark.
178. Sta-lassinah, his x mark.
119. Kooty Sum-he, his x mark.
179. Pee-ell Iu-a-me-op, his x mark.
120. Artemus Tolman, his x mark.
121. Pee-ell Monlman, his x mark.
180. Cammell, his x mark.
122. Pattee Seel-ach, his x mark.
181. Isaac Qne-peh, his x mark.
123. Pillip Tis-sak-chan, his x mark.
182. Isaac Olo-lims-spoo, his x mark.
124. Pee-ell Joseph, his x mark.
183. Joseph Sin-chi-lep, his xmark.
125. Eneas Il-cheh, his x mark.
1t!4. Samuel WhistemSum-hei, hisxmark.
126. Charle Holaqua Sum-hei, his xmark. 185. Nicola In-soppenoos-stoolach, his x
127. Melley Kesset, his x mark.
mark.
186. Peter-Pierro, his x mark.
128. Charle Moulmao, his x mark.
129. Eneas Snake, his x mark.
187. Anselm Finlay, his x mark.
130. Michel Pablo, his x mark.
188. Antoine Cos-cos, his x mark.
131. Antoine La Rose, his x mark.
189. Antoine Plante, his x mark.
190.•Joseph Sil-lelpy, his x mark.
132. Coosta (Eneas' son), his x mark.
133. Michelle Cha-wo, his x mark.
191. Joseph Tsoot-shen, his x mark.
134. Andre Mukwokan, his x mark.
192. Big Semoo Sintoh, his x mark.
135. Paul Cha-chat-lo-ma, his x mark.
193. Pierre Paul Ste-te-mas-keh, his x
mark.
136. William Cum-moosa, his x mark.
137. Py-lissiau, his x mark.
194. LouisQnil-qnil-sum-hei, hisx mark.
195.
Pierre
Shil-chnm-tee, his x mark.
138. Sanny, his x mark.
139. Blind Py-keh, his x mark.
196. Francois (brother of Petai ), his x
140. Ta-weel David, his x mark.
mark.
141. La-moo Duncan, his x mark.
197. Maxi me Ka-u-soo, his x mark.
198. Dominick En-teh, his x mark.
142. Dominic Ko-wit-la, his x mark.
143. Andre Kanic, his x marie
199. Isadore Quil-q nil ta-me, his x mark.
144. Alick Cn-ka-kin, his xmark.
200. Lo Tip-sky-mee, his x mark.
145. San Paul Ku-la-ko, his x mark.
201. Mark Yah-cum-tee, his x mark.
146. Culsy papa, his x mark.
202. Luke Wait-see, his x mark.
147. Gideon Te-nom, his x mark.
203. Joseph Finlay, his x mark.
148. Baptiste Lote-la, his x mark.
204. Pascal May-al, his x mark.
149. Anteese, his x mark.
205. Pierre Chit-housee, his x mark.
1fl0. Isaac Bonaparte, his x mark.
206. Baptiste Penetzee, his x mark.
151. Pe-ell Loco, his x mark.
207. ~oses Penetzee, his x mark.
152. Phillip Ki-ak-chau, his x mark.
208. San Pe-ell In-shal-a-can, his x mark.
153. Felix Dominick, his x mark.
209. Malta Sin-pin-a''', his x mark.
154. Michelle Grand Michelle, his x mark.
210. Max Couture, his x mark.
155. James Michelle, his x mark.
211. Louis Ky-muck-tee, his x mark.
156. Abram Finlay, his x mark.
212. Nicola Kais quil-ki-ha, his x mark.
157. Jeremiah Abram, his x mark.
213. Philip (one-eyed), his x mark.
15t!. Pascal Tooch-too, his x mark.
214. Andre Peirrish, his x mark.
159. Joseph Aslin, his x mark,
215. Tallo Aslin, his x mark.
160. John Little, his x mark.
216. Intimeet-chin-shin, his x mark.
161. Pascal Kun-ak-at-look-tly, his x 217. Bessong Ilknk-ka-shee, his x mark.
mark.
218. Louison Quil-q nil-snee-na, his x
162. George Kul-kunule, his x rnark.
mark.
163. Angus Okanagan, his x mark.
219. Spokane Jim, his x mark.
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FLATHEAD AGENCY, MONTANA,
September 2, 1882.
I certify that the foregoing agreement was read and explained by me, and was fully
understood by all the above-namecl Indians of the confederated tribes of the Flathead,
Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, respectively, before signing, and that
the same was executed by said Indians at the l!~lathead Agency, Montana, on this
second day of September, 1982.
his

MICHAEL X RIVAIS,
mark.

Official Interpreter.

Witnesses:
ROBERT MCGREGOR BAIRD.
LUDGER TWOTT.
FLATHEAD AGENCY, MONTANA,
Septernber 2, 1882.
I certify on honor that I have witnessed each and every signature to the foregoing
agreement, and that the same was carefully explained to and appeared to be fully
understood by said Indians before signing, and that the si~natures thereto, numbered
from 1 to 219, inclusive, represent a majority of all the adult male members of the confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, respectively, occupying or interested in the lands of the Jocko (or Flathead) Hesen·ation.
PETER RONAN,
United States Indian Agent.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
Janua1·y 16, 1883.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Se01·etat·y.

No.3 d.
De.:JC'I'iption of Plat B, showing the location and exterlt of dryot grounds.

Commencing at a station numbered 53R4, on the center line of the located survey
of the Nortltern Pacific Railroad, in tbe valley of Pinlay Creek, at Battiste Matts
ranch; thence N. 55° 37' E. at ri~ht angles to the center line of said railroad t:!16.3
feet to a point; thence N. :34° 23' W. parallel with and 816.3 feet from the center line
of said railroad :3,000 feet, to a point St6.3 feet from and at right angles to said center
line of said railroad at station 5414; thence S. 55° 3i' W. at right angles to and crossin~ sai1l railroad center line at station fl414, 1,216.3 feet to a point; thence S. 34°
23 E., parallel with and 400 feet from the center line of said railroad 3,000 feet, to
a point at right angles to and 400 feet from station 5:384; thence N. 55° 37' E. at right
angles to and intersecting said center line of said railroad at station 5384, 400 feet, to
the place of beginning, containing eighty-three apd seventy-eight hundredths (83. 78)
acres, moTe or less, or, exclusive of the right of way, seventy (70) acres, more or leAR.
This station is located in the valley of Finlay Creek, near Bazile Finlay's ranch,
and where the road to the Fla.thead Agency on the east side of the Jocko River lea\'es
the road to Missoula, and about one and one-half miles above and east of the :first
crossing of the railroad line of the Jocko River at the month of Finlay Creek.

No. :3 e.
Description of Plat C, showing the location and extent o.f depot g1·ounds.

Commencing at a station numbered 5898, on the center line of tbe located survey
of the Nortllern Pacific Railroad, on a curve to the left of a radins of 2,865 feet on
the right hank of the J ocko River, about eight miles below the month of Finlay Creek;
thence in a. northeasterly direction at right angles to the curyed center line of said
railroad :{71 feet to a point; thence in a northwesterly direction parallel with and 371
feet from said curved center line 2,517 feet to a point at right angles to and 371 feet
from the point of tangent at the end of the center line of said curve at station 5920
+27.5; thence S. 13° 51' E., at right angles to and crossing said railroad center line at
station 59~0 27.5, 471 feet to a point at right angles to and 100 feet from said sta-

+
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tion 5920 27.5; thence in a southeasterly direction parallel with and 100 feet from
said curved cenrer line 2,150 feet to a. point at right angles to and 100 feet from station 5898; thence in a northeasterly direction, at right angles to and intersecting
said center line of said railroad at station 5898, 100 feet to the place of beginning,
containing twenty-five and twenty-three hundredths (25.2l) acres, more or less, or, exclusive of the right of way, fifteen (15) acres, more or less.
This station is in the valley of the Jocko River, where the wagon road to Saint Ignatius Mission leaves the Jocko Valley.

No. 3/.

Descrivtion of Plat D, showing the location and extent of depot grounds.
Commencing at station numbered 6270 on the center line of the located survey of
the Northern Pacific Railroad, on the south bank of the Pend d'Oreille River, near
where said railroad line first enters the valley of said river after leaving the valley
of the Jocko River; thence N. 11° 30' E. at right angles to said railroad line, 236.25
feet to a point; thence N. 78° :w W., parallel to the center liue of said railroad, 2,400
feet to a point at right angles to and 236.25 feet from station 6:t94; thence S. 11° 30'
W. at right angles to and crossing said railroad center line at station 6294, 472.25
feet to a point at right angles to and 236 feet from said station 6294; t,hence S. 7t1°
30' E., parallel with and 236 feet from said center line, 2,400 feet to a point at right
angles to and 236 feet from station 6270; thence N.ll 0 30' E., at right angles to
and intersecting said center line of said railroad at station 6270, 236 feet to the place
of beginning, containing twenty-six and two hundredths (26.02) acres, more or less,
or, exclusive of the right of way, :fifteen (15) acres.
Thit~ station is located on the left bank of the Pend d'Oreille River and about one
thousand feet below the mouth of the Jocko River.

No.3 g.

Description of PlatE, showing the location and extent of depot grounds.
Commencing at a station numbered 6631 on the center line of the located survey of
the Northern Pacific Railroad on the south bank of the Pend d'Oreille River; thence
N. 22° 18' E. at right angles to the center line of said railroad, 272.25 feet to a point;
thence N. 67° 42' W. parallel to the center line of said railroad, 2,400 feet to a point at
right angles to and 272.~5 feet from station 6655; thence S. 22° 18' W. at right angles
to and crossing said center line of said railroad at station 665fi, 472.25 feet to a point
at right angles to and 200 feet from said station 6655; thence S. 67° 42' E., parallel and
200 feet from said center line 2,400 feet to a point at right angles to and 200 feet from
station 6631; thence N. 22° 18' E. at right angles to and intersecting said center line
of said railroad at station 6631, .:200 feet to the place of beginning, containing twentysix and two hundredths (26.02) acres, more or less, or, exclusive of right of way, fifteen
(15) acres, more or less.
This station is located on the left bank of the Pend d'Oreille River, about one mile
above Maxime's Village, and about one-half mile above Lee's ranch.

No.3 h.
I

Description of Plat F, showing the location and extent of depot grounds.
Commencing at a station numbered 7000, on the Northern Pacific Railroad, on the
south bank of the Pend d'Oreille River; thence N.17° 38' W. at right angles to the
center line of said railroad 372.25 feet to a point~,; thence S. 72° 22' W., parallel to the
center line of said railroad 2,400 feet, to a point at right angles to and ~72.25 feet
from station 7024; thence S. 17° 38' E. at right angles to and crossing said railroad
line at station 7024, 472.25 feet. to a point at right angles to and 100 feet from station 7024; thence N. 72° 22' E., parallel with and 100 feet from the center line of
said railroad 2,400 feet, to a point at right angles to and 100 feet from station 7000;
thence N. 17') 38' W., at ' right angles to and intersecting said center line of said railroad
at station 7000, 100 feet to the place of beginning, containing twenty-six and two
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hundredths (26.02) acres, more or less, or, exclusive of the right of way, fifteen (15)
acres, more or less.
This station is located on the left bank of the Pend d'Oreille River, about threefourths of a mile below Antoine's Ferry, where the Weeksville road crosses the Pend
d'Oreille River.
No. 3m.
K.-Desct·iption and valuation of imp1'0'I!ements of individual Indians on lands in Jocko
( F'lathead) Resen;e, referred to in the ag1·eement entered into between the United States and
the Flathettd, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'01·eilles Indians this 2d day of Septembet·,
A. D. 1882.
No. of acres.

Value of
improvements .

Nature of improvements.
.Acres. Hdths.
6
75 Cultivated land ......•..................
15
47 ...... do ............................... ..
13 ............. . do ................................ .
10
28 ...... do ........................ _-- ... - ..

45 ........ Cultivated land and house ............ ..
Cultivated land and four houses . --.---.
Partly cultivated land ....... -- .. -- .. - ..
Cultivated land ....... ---- ............ ..
... . .. do ... _. _.. __ . . -- ___ . _.. -.... - ·--- -........ ........ Corral ................................. .
........ ........ Cabin .............. . .................. ..
13
77 Cultivated land, house, and barn ... -- ..
15
Garden, house, and fence ·-··------·--·
35
17
13 . _......
8
86
10
71

1

~

~i 6~t~:fe~ )!~~:-~~~:~~~~~-~~~~::~::::

5
28 ...... do ...... ------------- ............. .
51
50 ...... do ............................... ..
18
71 ...... do ..................... ---··------.
8
06 ..... . do ....... ·--··--···-· .... ··-·-- ... .
1
84 Cultivated land and corral. __ .. -. .. • --4
59 Cultivated land ....................... ..
16 .........•••.. do ...... --···----·---·- .•...•......
2 .............. do ................................ .

........ ........ Fencing ...... -------------------------16
53 Garden and house .............. . ..... ..
20
64 Cultivated land ....................... ..
11 .. .. . • • . Cnltivated land and house .. _..... _... ..
........ ........ Dan1age to ferry ....................... .
35 ........ Cultivated land ........................ .
........ ........ House andfence ....................... .

$250
325
250
225
600
700
175
200
250
25
25
1, 000
250
125
100
100
100
250
150
100
125
250
50
100
300
250
200
200
800
150

By whom the improvements
were made.

Besson Finlay.
Chief Michelle.
Alexander Matte.
Baptiste Matte.
Maxima Couture. ·

r:a~~~:'if~~;vate.

Alexander Poirrier.
Antoine Plante.
Joseph Finlay.
Madelaine.
Alexander Morrejiur.
Mrs. Lewis Brown.
Eneas Cool-ta-la.
Peter Matt.
Ky-meeu.
Gregoire.
Baptiste Eneas.
Hcham-a-ham.
Selaw.
Stanislaus and Mary.
Antoine Rivais.
Isaac Gua-o-coot.
Leo and Pierre.
Maxima.
Dominick.
Petal.
Antoine Rivais .
Duncan McDonald.
Louis and Use-tah .

7, 625

FLATHEAD AGENCY, MONTANA,

September 2, 1882.
I certify on honor that the foregoing schedule, marked with the letter K, contains a true description of improvements n~ade by individual Indians of the Flathead,
Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles tribes upon lands of the Jocko (Flathead) Indian Reservation in the Territory of Montana, falling within the limits oflands. surrendered by the confederated tribes of said Indians to the United States for the purposes of the Northern Pacific Railroad, by agreement bearing even date herewith, and
that the same have been carefully examined by me, or under my direction, and the
valuations thereof appraised at the sums set opposite the respective names of the Indians, owners or occupants thereof. I further certify that the several amounts so appraised are, in my judgment, a fair and just compensation for the damages sustained
in each case.
JOSEPH K. McCAMMON,
· Assistant Att01·ney-General.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,

January 16, 1883.
Approved.
H. M. TELLER,
Secretary.
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No.4.

A :BILL to accept ann ratify an agreement with the confederated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay, and
Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians for the sale of a portion of tht>ir reservation in the Territory of Montana required for tlw use of theN orthern I>acific Railroad, and to make the necessary appropl'iations
for carrying out the same.

Be it enacted by th• Senate and Honse of Representatives of the Unitecl States of .Arnerica
in Congress assembled, That a certain agreement, bearing date the second day of September, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and eighty-two, made between the
confederated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Ill(li~ms resident on the Jocko (or Flathead) Reservatinn in the Territory of Montana, acting under
the supervision and with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior of the United
States of the one part, and the United States of America represented. b.v- Joseph Kay
McCammon, assistant attorney-general of the United States, duly appointNl in this
behalf by the Secretar,y of the Interior, of the other part, be, and the same is hereby r
ratified and connrmed. Said agreement is executed by a majority of all the adult
male members of the said confederated tribes oecupyiog or interested in the lands of
said reservation, and is in the words and ngures following, namely:
"Whereas by section one of an act of Co11gress approved July second, eighteen hundred and sixty-four, entitlecl 'Au act granting lands to aid in the com~trnction of a
railroad and telegraph line from Lake 8nperior to Pnget Sound, on the Pacinc con,st,
by the northPrn route' (thirteenth Statutes at LargP, page three hundred and sixtyfive), the Northern Pacinc Railroad Company was authorized and empowere(l to lay
out, loca.te, construct, furnish, maintain, and enjoy a continuous railroad and telegraph line, with the appurtenances, namely: Begiuning at a point on Lake Superior,
in the State of inuesota or Wisconsin, thence westwardly by the most eligible milroad route as shall be cletermined by said company, within the territory of the United
States, on a line north of the forty-fifth degree of latitude, to some poiut on Puget
Sound; and
''Whereas by section two of saill act Congress granted to said company the right
of way for the construction of sa,id railroad and telegraph line to the extent of tw()
hundred feet in width on each side of saitl railroad where it may pass through the
public domain, including all necessary gronnd for st;Ltion buildings, work-shops, depots, machine-shops, switches, side-tracks, turn-tables, and water-stations; and
" "W herPas by said section two CongrPss provided that the United States should extinguish as rapidly as may be co·nsi:stent with puulic policy and the welfare of the
Indians the Indian titles to all lands falling under the operation of this act and acquired in the donation to the road named in the act; and
""Whereas by treaty between the United States and the confederated tribes of the
Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians, concluded at Hell Gate, in the
Bitter Root Valley, July sixteenth, eighteen hundred ancl fifty-five, and duly ratified
and proclaimed (twelfth Statutes at Large, page nine hundred and seventy-five), a district of country therein described, situate in the then Territory of Washington, but
now included within the hdundaries of the Territory of Montana, was set apart for the
use and occupation of said confederated tribes, and as a general Indian reservation
upon which may be placed other friendly tribes and bauds of Indians of the Territory
of Washingtou, who may agree to be consolidated with the tribes parties to said treaty,
under the cornwon designation of the Flathead Nation; and
"Whereas by article three of said treaty it is provided that if necessary for the public convenience roads may be run through the said reservation, and on the other hand
the 1·ight of way with free access from the same to the nearest public highway is secured to them, as a,lso the right in common with citizens of the United States to travel
upon all public highways; and
"Whereas by treaty between the United States and said Flathead Nation of Indians
and others, concluded at the council ground on the Upper Missouri, near the mouth
of the Judith River, in the Territory of Nebraska, October seventeenth, eighteen hundred and nfty-.five, duly rati.fied and confirmed (eleventh Statutes at Large, page six
hundred and fifty-seven), it is provided (in the eighth article thereof) that 'for the
:purpose of establishing traveling thoroughfares through their country, and the betterto enable the President to execute the provisions of this treaty, the aforesaid nations
and tribes do hereby consent and agree that the United States may, within the conntries respectively occupied and claimed by them, construct roads of every description,
establish lines of telegraph and military posts, use materials of every description
found in the Indian country, build houses for agencies, missions, schools, farms, shops,.
mills, stations, and for any other purpose for which they may be required, and permanently occupy as much land as may be necessary for the various purposes above
enumerated, including the use of wood for fuel and land for ~razing, and that the
navigation of all lakes and streams shall be forever free to c1tizens of the United
States'; and
"Whereas the said company did, on the :fifth day of July, eighteen hundred and
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eighty-two, file in the Department of the Interior a map showing the definite location
of its line of railroad from the southern boundary of the reserve for tbe Flathead
Indians; thence northwesterly across the southwestern part of said reserve to the
western boundary thereof, all lying and being within the Territory of Montana, as
definitely fixed and determined in compliance with said act of Congress, and as approved by the hoard of directors of said company by resolution passed May ninth,
ei7hteen hundred atHl eighty-two; and
'Whereas the saicl company desires to construct its line of railroad upon such designated route and chtims the right by virtue of said act so to do:
''Now, therefore, in order to fulfill the obligations of the Government in the premises,
"This agreement made this 2nd day of September, in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and eighty-two, between the confederated tribes of the Flathead, Kootenay,
and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians, resident on the Jocko (or Flathead) Reservation,
in the Territory of Montann, represented by their chiefs, headmen, and heads of a
majority of families, and being a majority of all the adult male Indians occupying or
interested in the lands hereinafter described, the said Indians acting nuder the supervision and with t.he approval of the Recretary of the Interior of the United States, of
the one part, and the United States of America, represented by Joseph Kay McCammon, Assistant Attorney-General of the United States, duly appointed in this behalf
by the Secretary oft he Interior, of the other part, witnesseth:
"That for the consideration hereinafter mentioned, the said confederated tribes of
Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians do hereby surrender andrelinquish to the United States all the right, title, and interest which they now have
un<ler and by virtue of the aforesaid treaty of July sixteenth, eighteen hundred and
lifty-five, in and to all that part of the Jocko (or .Flathead) Reservation situated in
the Territory of Montana, and described as follows, namely:
"A. strip of land not exceeding two hundred feet in width, that is to say, one hundred feet on each side of the line laid down on the map of definite location herein before mentioned, wherever said line runs through said reservation, entering the same at
or near the summit of Coriagan Defile, passing by the valley of Finlay Creek to the
.Tocko, along the Jocko to the Pend d'Oreille River, and down the valley of t.he Pend
<l'Oreill<', paA . . illg' out of the reAervation at or near the month of the Missoula River,
~aid strip of la1ul being in1endt>d to be use1l by the said Northern Pacific Rallroad
Company, itH tlllccessors or assigns, as a right of way and road bed, and containing
thirteen hundred acres. An official copy of said map of definite location was, on the
day of the date thereof, produced and shown to said Indians in council assembled, was
fully explaj.ned to them, and is herewith attached marked with the letter A. and made
a part of this agreement.
"Also the several pieces or parcels of land situate along and adjf.>ining the said strip
of land hereinbefore described as the same are delineated on the five several plats or
maps threeof, also now produced and shown to said Indians and hereto attached, and
marked re~:>pectively with the letters B, C, D, E, F, and containing respectively the
ti>llowing areas, that is to say, tract B, seventy acres; tract C, fifteen acres; tract D,
fifteen acres; tract E, fiteen acres; tract F, fifteen acres; aggregating (exclusive of
the strip of la.nd hereinbefore mentioned) one hundred and thirty acres, the same
being intended to be used by the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company for the purposes of station-houses, depots, si<lings, &c.
"In consideration of such surrender and relinquishment of lands as aforesaid~
amounting in the aggregate to fourteen hundred and thirty acres, the United States
stipulates and agrees to pay to the said confederated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay,
and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians the sum of sixteen thousand ($16,000) dollars,
heing at the rate of eleven 18-100 dollars per acre, to be deposited in the Treasury of
the United States to the credit of the said confederated tribes upon ratification oi
this agreement by Congress, and necessary appropriations made therefor, the sum
uforesairl to be expended for the benefit of said Indians in such manner as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
"And for the consideration aforesaid, the United States further stipulates and
agrees, upon ratification of this agreement by Congress and necessary appropriation
therefor, to pay to the individual Indians, members of said confederated tribes, whose
names appear on the schedule hereto annexed, marked with the letter K, the several sums set opposite their respective names, and amounting in the aggregate to
the sum of seven thousand six hundred and twenty-five dollars, as full compensation
ior any damages to improvements, or fenced or cultivated fields, which they may sustain by reason of the surrender and relinquish~ent of said lands or any part thereof"
as aforesaid, such compensation to be expended for the benefit of such individual
Iudians, or paid to them in cash, in the proportion to which they may be severally
entitled thereto appearing by said schedule, as the Secretary of the Interior may
direct.
"All provisions of existing treaties with the confederated tribes of Flathead, Koot-
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~nay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians not affected by this agreement to remain in

full force and effect, and this agreement to be subject to ratification by Congress.
"Executed at the Flathead Agency, in the Territory of Montana, this 2nd day of
September, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-two."
SEc. 2. That for the purpose of carrying the provisions of this act into effect the sum
of twenty-three thousand six hundred and twenty-five dollars is hereby set aside out
of any moneys in the United States Treasury not otherwise appropriated, sixteen thousand dollars whereof shall be deposited in the United States Tr<~asury to the credit of
the corporated tribes of Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreilles Indians and
be expended for the benefit of the said Indians in such manner as the Secretary of the
Interior may direct; and the balance, or sum of soven thousand six hundred and
twenty-five dollars, shall be deposited in the United States Treasury to the credit of
the individual Indians, members of the said confederated tribes, whose names appear
on the schedule referred to in said recited agreement, marked with the letter K, a copy
whereof is hereto annexed, to be expended for the benefit of such individual Indians,
or paid to them in cash, in the proportions to which they may be severally entitled
appearing by said schedule, as the Secretary of the Interior may direct.
SEC. 3. That the right of way over the land relinquished by said agre~ment to the
United States for the construction of said Northern Pacific Railroad, and the use of
the several parcels ofland so relinquished intended to be used for depots, stations,
sidings, and so forth, for said railroad, are hereby granted to said Northern Pacific
Railroad Company, its successors and assigns, for the uses and p tuposes in said agreement set forth; but the land or any part thereof, relinquished to the United States by
said agreement, shall not be used for railroad purposes by or for the said Northern Pacific Railroad Company, its successors or assigns, except upon the condition precedent
that the said company, its successors or assigns, shall, within sixty days from the
taking effect of this act, pay to the Treasurer of the United States said sum of twentythree thousand six hundred and twenty-five dollars, hereby appropriated to be paid by
the United States for the lands and improvements relinquished to the United States by
said agreement, and shall within the same time :file with the Secretary of the Interior
its written acceptance of the conditions of this section; nor shall said land, or any part
thereof, be continued to be used for railroad purposes by or for said Northern Pacific
Railroad Compan~-, its successors or assigns, except upon the further condition that said
<Jompany, its successors or assigns, will pay any and all damages which the United
States or said Indians, individually or in their tribal capacity, or any other Indians lawfully occupying said reservation, may sustain by reason or on account of the
act or acts of said company, its successors or assigns, its agents or employes, or on
account of :fires originating by or in the construction or operation of said railroad,
the damages in all ~ases to be recovered in any court of the Territory of Montana
having jurisdiction of the amount claimed, upon suit or action instituted by the proper
United States attorney in the name of the United States: P1·odded, That the said
United States attorney may accept such sum of money in satisfaction of any such injury or damages as in his discretion may be just; ancl if so accepted before suit or
action is commenced, no suit or action shall be instituted, and if accepted after commencement of suit or action, the same shall be dismissed at the cost of said company,
its successors or assigns.
SEC. 4. That all moneys accepted or recovered under the provisions of section three
of this act shall be covered into the Treasury of the United States, and if accepted
or recovered on account of damages sustained by said Indians as aforesaid, they shall
be placed to the credit of said Indians in their tribal names, to be expended by the
Secretary of the Interior for the benefit of said Indians in such manner as he may
deem for their best interest, except in the case of an individual Indian, when the
amount covered into the Treasury shall be expended for his sole benefit.
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K.-Description and t•aluation of improvements of individual Indians on lands
in Jocko (Flathead) Reserve, referred to in the ag1·eernent ente1·ed into between the United
States and the Flathead, Kootenay, and Upper Pend d'Oreille Indians this 2cl day of
September, A. D. 1882.

ScHEDULE

Value of
improvementa.

Acres.

N a tore of improvements.

6. 75
15.47
13.00
10.28
45.00
35.17
13.00

Cultivated land .....••.••.•.••......••••..••••••
...... do ....••.........•••...•••.•.•••••••••••...
...... do ...•••.....•••••.••.••.•••••..•••..•...•.
...... do ...........•..................•••••••.•..
Cultivated land and house ...............•.......
...... do ...............•••••.... . ..............
Partly cultivated land ..•....•..•...•............
Cultivate<iland ..•......•................•.......
...... do ...........•................•.•.. . .•....
CorraL ......................................... .
Cabin .................... ..................... .
Cultivated land, house, and barn .........•......
Garden, house, and fence ....................... .

8. 86

10.71

13.77
15.00
17.22
1
5. 51
::::
5. 28 ...... do ...............•.•..•.............•.•....
5. 50 .••... do .•........•...•...............•.....•..•.
18.71 ...... do ....................................... .

6~lt~~a~~~ fa~f:.~~~~~~~~~- ~-~~~~~:~:

::~:~:

8. 96 ...... do ........................•.....•.....•..••
1. 84 Cultivated land and corral .•••.•.••••••.....•••..
•. 59 Cultivated land ................................. .
16.00 ...... do ....................................... ..
2.00 ...... do ...................•.....•••..•••••••••••

16.53
20.64
11.00
35.00

~:~d~~g~d· h~;i&~:: :: ::~ ~: ~:: :::::::::::::::::: ~

Cultivated land ................................. .
Cultivated land and house .•...•••.•••..••.••••••

gilli~~~:d r:~: ~::

::::::::: :~:::::: :: ::: :::::::

House and fence ............................... .

$250
325
250
255
600
700
175
200
250
25
25
1, 000
250
125
100
100
100
250
150
100
125
250
50
100
300
250
200
200
800
150

By whom the improvements
were made.

~~T!!lJ~h~~-

.A.lexander Matte.
Baptiste Matte.
Maxime Couture.
Basile Finlay.
Isadore Laderoute.
.Alexander Poirrier.
.Antoine Plante.
Joseph Finlay.
Madelaine.
.Alex Morrejieu.
Mrs. Louis Brown.
Eneas Cool-ta-la.
Peter Matt.
Ky-meen.
Gregoire.

~~£!!~:.~~~8-

Selaw.
Stanislaw &Mary•
.Antoine Rivais.
Isaac Qua-a-coot.
Leo and Pierre.
Maxim e.
Dominick.
Petal.
.Antoine Rivals.
Duncan McDonald.
Louis and Uae-tah.

7, 625

(Here follow diagrams marked S, Ex. Doc. 15-56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61,
62, 63, 64.)
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